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TV White Spaces – Coexistence Tests - Programme Making and Special Events

About this document
This document contains the data from Ofcom’s tests to examine to what extent a new class
of devices, white space devices (WSDs), could cause interference resulting in audio quality
degradation into existing wireless equipment used by theatres, broadcasters, and others in
the Programme Making and Special Events (PMSE) industry.
All wireless equipment uses radio waves, also known as spectrum. We are currently piloting
a new type of technology called dynamic spectrum access. Use of dynamic spectrum
technology potentially allows WSDs to use the same spectrum that is currently used for
Digital Terrestrial Television and PMSE but at locations, frequencies and times such that
those services will not be adversely impacted. In this way, WSDs can use valuable
spectrum that would otherwise lie fallow, and provide useful new wireless services, while
ensuring a low probability of harmful interference into other services. The tests described in
this report are one component of this pilot, which also include:
•

similar tests in relation to the potential of interference from WSDs into TV
reception via Freeview;

•

tests of processes, software and databases required to make the technology
work, and

•

trials of services using WSDs.

We will use the information in this report, along with any other relevant evidence from the
pilot, responses to our previous consultations 1 and any other relevant stakeholder input or
further evidence to inform our approach to co-existence and our decisions on the rules for
authorising WSD operation, which we intend to set out in a forthcoming statement. We
currently anticipate that this statement will be published in early 2015.

1

http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/consultations/white-space-coexistence/
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Section 1

1 Executive summary
1.1

We performed tests at a number of Programme Making and Special Events (PMSE)
venues and in the laboratory. We aimed to perform tests in conditions that reflect real
life PMSE equipment operation as far as possible, by attending performances and
rehearsals and also by performing controlled tests in venues, out of show time, with
existing PMSE equipment used in performances. We also aimed to observe whether
the PMSE equipment in use in these venues could operate without audio degradation
under some extreme test scenarios, for example at very close proximity of a high
power WSD. These tests in venues were complemented by laboratory tests where
we examined the performance of a variety of equipment.

1.2

Tests included two live performances (cast change rehearsals) of Les Miserables at
the Queen’s Theatre. A white space device (WSD) was positioned at a distance of 2
metres from the stage, radiating at up to 29 dBm EIRP at the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 11th TV
white space (TVWS) channels adjacent to PMSE use. Audio quality was assessed
during the performances by representatives from Ofcom and PMSE stakeholders.
We also subsequently listened under laboratory conditions to numerous audio
samples recorded during the performances to ensure that any subtle audio artefacts
had not been missed. No reduction in audio quality was detected for any of the radio
microphones present on stage.

1.3

We also performed a number of controlled coexistence tests inside Queen’s Theatre,
and the New London Theatre. The aim here was to use more repeatable test
conditions in order to better understand and distinguish between adjacent channel
interference (a result of WSD transmitter leakage and PMSE receiver selectivity) and
interference caused by reverse intermodulation products generated by PMSE
transmitters. Again, no reduction in audio quality could be detected.

1.4

Finally, we performed a number of coexistence tests during a live outside broadcast
event in channel 38. No reduction in audio quality was detected with PMSE
equipment operating at their range limit, with a WSD operating 8 metres from the
PMSE receivers and radiating at up to 36 dBm in the 2nd, 3rd and 11th adjacent
channels. Some reduction in audio quality was observed when the WSD radiated in
the 1st adjacent channel at 36 dBm, but none was observed at 24 dBm.

1.5

Our measurements of PMSE signal power statistics at Queen’s Theatre, New
London Theatre and Wembley Arena, indicate that the wanted signal power at the
PMSE receiver can suffer from significant fading due to the rich scattering
environment. Over short periods of time the signal levels can go down to values well
below the nominal operating level of -65 dBm which we had assumed in our 2013
coexistence consultation.

1.6

In our laboratory measurements we have examined a number of models of PMSE
equipment and characterised them in terms of their sensitivity (minimum PMSE
signal), susceptibility to interference (protection ratios), and propensity for generating
third order transmitter intermodulation products. These values are of interest for the
purposes of understanding the in-venue tests and for calculating appropriate WSD
emission limits.

1.7

In the laboratory we measured protection ratios in a different way from our previous
measurements. The new laboratory protection ratio tests were designed to detect
1
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very small audio effects, even some which may not necessarily be perceptible, for
example, to an audience in a theatre. As a result, the protection ratios which we have
measured in the laboratory are greater than the values we had measured in
preparation to our 2013 coexistence consultation.
1.8

We will use the information in this report, along with any other relevant evidence from
the pilot and responses to our consultation, to inform our approach to co-existence
and our decisions on the rules for authorising WSD operation. We intend to set out
our decisions on the rules in a forthcoming statement.

1.9

Feedback from stakeholders on this technical report would be welcome and will
contribute to the work being done to inform the policy decisions which we anticipate
will be published in the coming months. If you wish to provide feedback please do so
by email to TV.WhiteSpaces@ofcom.org.uk.

2
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Section 2

2 Background and introduction
2.1

On 4th September 2013, we published a consultation 2 (the 2013 co-existence
consultation) on our proposed approach for managing coexistence for TV white
spaces (TVWS).

2.2

In that consultation, we said that we would test our proposals through real world
technical coexistence tests as part of the TVWS stakeholder pilot that was planned to
occur in 2014. This technical report describes the work that we have undertaken to
investigate coexistence between white space devices (WSDs) and Programme
Making and Special Events (PMSE) radio systems. We will use the information in this
report, along with any other relevant evidence from the pilots, to inform our approach
to co-existence and our decisions on the rules for authorising WSD operation.

2.3

The tests described in this document would not have been possible without the
support of the PMSE community, including owners and operators of venues,
equipment vendors, and sound system providers. Ofcom gratefully acknowledges the
support and cooperation received, in particular in facilitating access to events and
loaning of equipment for tests.

2.4

Radio microphones are by far the most commonly used PMSE equipment type.
There are also a considerable number of in-ear monitors (IEMs). Other types of
equipment, such as programme audio links and studio transmitter links, are also
licensed, but much less frequently. Given the diversity of equipment types in use, the
focus of measurements in this document is on radio microphones and IEMs. A
programme audio link / studio transmitter link has also been characterised via
laboratory measurements.

Performance criteria
2.5

2

In what follows and throughout this report, we use the following definitions:
•

Interference - Man-made radio frequency power present at a receiver, for which
the transmission was not intended or wanted (for example, power generated by a
WSD transmitter into a PMSE receiver). Interference will always be present to
some degree, because there is always a degree of leakage from every
transmitter into other frequencies and, while physical separation and frequency
separation will reduce the power of any transmission, that power does not
completely disappear. The level of interference is important: it may be
infinitesimally small and undetectable by instruments, or it may be detectable with
the help of instruments (such as a spectrum analyser) but not cause any
disturbance to the receiver that can be perceptible by humans, or it can be
sufficiently high that its effects are perceptible by humans.

•

Audio degradation or audio quality reduction refers to unwanted audio effects
which are potentially perceptible to humans, whether caused by interference or
by other reasons and that act so as to reduce the subjective quality of the audio
that would otherwise be obtained.

http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/consultations/white-space-coexistence/
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2.6

2.7

The measurements have identified key performance criteria for PMSE radio
equipment. The following performance criteria have been characterised:
•

Audio quality.

•

RF sensitivity.

•

Susceptibility to co-channel and adjacent channel interference.

•

Transmit (reverse) and receive intermodulation performance, for both PMSE and
WSD equipment.

These characteristics have been observed across a representative sample of
equipment present in the UK market. The sample of equipment to test was
determined in consultation with PMSE industry stakeholders, and included equipment
in high, medium and low price brackets.

Types of tests
2.8

This report contains results of coexistence measurements during live events,
controlled trials in venues and laboratory tests.

2.9

Measurements at live events allow the performance of a PMSE system to be
assessed under actual operating conditions. Although the results from live events
may not be as repeatable as tests in a laboratory, they provide confidence that
measurements taken in the laboratory and under controlled trials can be used to
predict system performance under realistic conditions.

2.10

Controlled trials in venues allow the performance of a PMSE system to be
assessed along with the impact of the venue. They allow understanding of
parameters not related to the PMSE equipment itself such as realistic interferer
geometries and the radio channels within real venues. The radio channel includes
parameters such as path loss, background interference and fading characteristics
which cannot be assessed in the laboratory. The ‘control’ over the conditions in the
trial allows repeatable results including the effects of such real life characteristics to
be obtained.

2.11

Laboratory tests provide the most controlled test environment, and allow the relative
performance of a range of equipment to be compared under identical conditions.
Laboratory tests are the best way to assess the variation of equipment performance.

4
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Section 3

3 Coexistence tests at live shows
3.1

In this section we describe the results of tests which we have performed at a number
of PMSE venues during live performances.

3.2

The way the sound system is designed in a theatre, and many unknowns including
variation in signal levels, fading statistics and the interaction between multiple radio
microphone transmitters in the same TV channel will all have an effect on the
performance of the PMSE system.

3.3

In defining the tests and test methodologies, our guiding principle has been to ensure
that the tests reflect real use cases as closely as possible. We therefore used the
existing PMSE systems ‘as is’, and conducted tests of susceptibility which therefore
established the extent to which the combination of effects within the venues
contributed to any reduction in audio quality.

3.4

Tests were performed at following three venues:

3.5

•

Queen’s Theatre, which was staging ‘Les Miserables’ at the time of testing and is
an example of a ‘large theatre’ 3. Specifically, the tests were performed during
cast change rehearsals which consisted of full dress rehearsals performed with a
full orchestra but without an audience. WSD signals were generated across a
range of frequencies. A simultaneous 40-channel audio recording of each of the
live microphones was taken in order to allow analysis of audio quality after the
event. In addition, and with the cooperation of the theatre owner, production
team, crew and musicians an ‘Ofcom cut’ of the finale of ‘Les Miserables’ was rerun with actors and crew arranged to try to maximise ‘near-far’ effects in relation
to WSD interference.

•

New London Theatre, which was staging ‘War Horse’ at the time of testing and is
also a ‘large theatre’. Unlike Queen’s, New London has no proscenium or
orchestra pit, and couples a large stage area with very close proximity to the
audience. Here measurements were conducted with actors and an audience.
Wanted PMSE signal strengths from a range of radio microphones were
measured whilst the actors were on stage. The measurements give a reliable set
of PMSE signal strength statistics taken under show conditions. Note that no
WSD signals were generated during these measurements.

•

Wembley Arena, which was staging the ‘X Factor Final’ at the time of testing, and
is a ‘large rock concert’ venue. As in the New London Theatre, we measured
PMSE signal levels in the absence of any WSD radiations.

It was not possible to test all plausible scenarios during the coexistence tests. For
example, effects due to the combination of large numbers of WSDs could not be
tested because we did not have access to a large number of such devices.
Evaluating the coexistence phenomena arising from the combination of a large

3

The term ‘large theatre’ is used in relation to the definitions in Annex 4 of the types of installation we
intended to test and are not intended to indicate that the venues are the largest in which PMSE
systems would be expected to operate.

5
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number of WSDs is therefore one example of analysis that must be addressed by
modelling and extrapolation from these experimental results.
3.6

The results of the measurements have been analysed to derive the statistics of
wanted PMSE signal strength and fading characteristics for each live event. The
impact of audio quality was assessed subjectively during the live event at the
Queen’s Theatre by a panel of listeners including stakeholder representatives and
Ofcom staff, as well as after the events by examination of audio recordings.

Testing methodology and approach
Venues layout and PMSE installations
3.7

Les Miserables at Queen’s Theatre involves the use of a large amount of moving
scenery which introduces significant radio shadowing at times during the production.
The action is confined to the stage area. Radio microphone receiver antennas are
situated to the left and right of the stage as shown in Figure 1. The antennas are
mounted behind the proscenium and therefore just out of view of the auditorium. The
distance between front centre of the stage and the microphone receive antennas is
approximately 10 m. There is an orchestra pit separating the stalls from the stage.

3.8

The WSD was placed at the front of the stalls in the Queen’s Theatre at the location
shown in Figure 1 but lowered about 1 ft into the orchestra pit to avoid appearing in
publicity photographs taken during the cast change rehearsal. If the WSD radiation
caused any audible reduction in audio quality, this could be monitored in real time
over the auditorium speakers.

Receive antenna
Doughnut
Rotator

Receive (diversity)
antenna

Reference receive
antennas

F

Audio equipment
room
(underneath
stage)

RF receiver cables
WSD

Orchestra pit
•
•
•

5 antennas (1 per receiver bank)
2.5 – 4m above stage height
DC powered RF pre-amp (band filtered)

20m grid

Figure 1: Layout of equipment at Queen’s Theatre. The diagram on the right shows
the location of the measurement receive antennas with relative positions of WSD and
microphones (‘F’).
3.9

Although the system design in New London Theatre is similar to that in Queen’s
Theatre, the physical layout is different, as shown in Figure 2. There is no
proscenium or orchestra pit in New London Theatre and the stage is surrounded on
three sides by the audience. The distance between front centre of the stage and the
receive antennas mounted at the back of the stage is around 20 m. The action is not
6
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confined to the stage, with actors moving through the audience, and crouching down
beneath the front of the stage at some times during the production.
3.10

In addition to radio microphones, four in ear monitors are used in New London
Theatre. Two of these are for stage props, and another two are used by actors. The
four IEM frequencies are in one shared TV channel separate from the TV channels
used by the radio microphones.
Receive (diversity)
antenna

Receive antenna

IEM transmit

Reference receive
antenna

F
WSD

Figure 2: Layout of equipment at New London Theatre
3.11

The PMSE system architecture at the Queen’s and New London Theatres was
similar, and is shown in Figure 3. In Queen’s Theatre there were 40 radio
microphones, whilst in the New London Theatre there were 32. In each venue there
were 8 microphones in each 8 MHz TV channel assigned. Radio microphone
frequencies are chosen according to a frequency plan designed to avoid third order
intermodulation products between microphone transmitters and within the receiver
causing system self-interference.

3.12

There was one rack of radio microphone receivers for each 8 MHz TV channel
assigned. Each rack was served by two antennas, separated spatially to provide decorrelated receive signals and thereby maximise diversity gain.

7
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Monitoring
system

A
B

C

D

RF main

E
A/D

Radio
microphone
transmitters

Digital mix

A’
B’

C’

D’
F

RF diversity
Receiver
pre-amplifier
(~10dB gain)

Active RF
splitter
(8:1)
(~3dB net gain)

D/A
Audio monitor

G

Audio PA
H

Receiver racks

Figure 3: Radio Microphone system architecture
3.13

The system is nominally configured to provide 10 dB gain between points A and D
and A’ and D’ in Figure 3. The gain between A and B overcomes cable loss between
B and C 4, and gain in the active splitter is used to overcome splitter loss.

3.14

There is a filter and pre-amplifier connected to the base of each receive antenna. The
filter is a 3-pole filter which can be manually tuned to have a pass-band frequency of
between 8 and 24 MHz. The system installers indicated that these filters have been
tuned “tightly”. This means that PMSE receiver third order intermodulation effects
caused by WSD signals are likely to be well controlled as only signals in the passband of the front end filter will not be attenuated before arriving at the active
elements of the receiver.

3.15

The diversity scheme is understood to be based on measurement of comparative
RSSI level on the main and diversity branches. The receiver switches to the
strongest signal measured in 200 kHz at the IF frequency. If a very strong interfering
signal is received at one diversity branch the receiver may attempt to use the output
from the interfered branch even when a lower strength but un-interfered signal might
be available at the other diversity branch. The WSD interference test cases used do
not, however, have a large effect on the diversity switching choices of the PMSE
receiver because the WSD signal has a higher bandwidth than the PMSE signal, and
the PMSE receiver channel filter therefore filters out most of the WSD power. The
test cases introduce interference into both main and diversity branches alike to
ensure consistent results whether the system happens to be using the main or
diversity branch at any instant in time.

3.16

All RF measurements were taken using a calibrated reference omni-directional
antenna situated close to the PMSE system receive antennas. Measurement results
throughout this technical report are referred to a 0 dBi antenna by accounting for
antenna gain and cable loss in the actual measurement system.

Measuring Wanted PMSE Signal Levels
3.17

4

We used a spectrum analyser to take a series of zero span measurements on an
identified radio microphone frequency using a resolution bandwidth of 200 kHz using

15m of RG213 cable which is about 3dB of total loss including connectors.
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the highest sensitivity setting possible given the RF environment in the theatre at the
time. When all radio microphones are switched on more RF energy is incident at the
input of the spectrum analyser. Additional attenuation is then needed to avoid
overload. The additional attenuation increases the noise floor of the measurement.
3.18

The combined effect of the other signals did not compromise measurement accuracy.
It was nonetheless possible to be able to measure a wanted PMSE signal down to
below the ‘squelch’ level of the PMSE audio receiver under all circumstances 5.

3.19

The live microphone signals were measured via a calibrated antenna mounted close
to the ‘main’ branch receiver antennas. The antenna was connected via a spare
antenna cable to a spectrum analyser located in the radio room. This meant that
measurements could be taken during a live show without the additional antenna and
cabling being visible to the audience. Cable loss was estimated based on its type and
length, and was removed from measurement results by post-processing.

3.20

For all live microphone measurements, the RF signals from a selection of radio
microphones were measured in 2-minute segments throughout the show. In total
around 20 million signal strength measurements were taken. It was important to
ensure that measurements of a radio microphone were taken only when that radio
microphone was on the stage or involved in the production. This was achieved with
the assistance of the theatre audio technicians by following the production notes and
selecting from active microphones on a scene by scene basis.

3.21

‘Special situations’, such as the cast member moving into the audience or offstage
were noted alongside recordings where the information was available from the
theatre audio technicians.

3.22

In some circumstances measurements were nevertheless taken for a short period
after a scene had ended. The more obvious examples of this type of measurement
have been removed from the statistical summaries; however it is likely that a small
percentage of such results will remain.

5

The ‘squelch’ level is an RF level at the receiver input below which the audio output of the receiver is
muted. The level is configurable.

9
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Generating WSD Signals
3.23

In order to provide a fine degree of control over the WSD signal waveform during the
tests, the signal was generated and radiated by a WSD which communicated via a
cable with another WSD. A (large) fraction of the power transmitted by the WSD
slave was tapped off and radiated via an antenna, as shown in Figure 4. Without the
isolator the presence of strong PMSE signals caused interference with the WSD link
with the result that WSD transmissions were interrupted 6.
PWSD

isolator

Variable
attenuator

FTP server

FTP client

WSD
slave

Coupler

Variable
attenuator

WSD
master

Figure 4: Radiating a WSD signal within a venue
3.24

Subjective listening tests (described in Annex 2 on page 79) have demonstrated that
the maximum impact on a PMSE system occurs when the duty cycle of the WSD
waveform is at its highest. For all co-existence tests we therefore used a high duty
cycle WSD waveform by ensuring that large amounts of data were being transferred
from slave to master.

3.25

We used WSD1 which is highest-power WSD available to us, so that we could
generate the highest levels of WSD radiated power during the tests. WSD1 can
generate up to +30 dBm into the WSD transmit antenna connector and is
characterised in Annex 5.

Assessing PMSE audio quality
3.26

Any reduction in PMSE audio quality was assessed subjectively during the cast
change rehearsals by listening to the audio broadcast into the auditorium and
subsequent analysis of audio recordings.

3.27

Note that unlike recording material taken during controlled tests at venues (Section 4)
and laboratory tests (Section 6), we are not making available recordings made during
the live shows for copyright and privacy reasons.

6

This was a feature of the particular WSD used for the tests, not necessarily a characteristic of WSDs
in general.

10
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3.28

At any one time there were a number of microphones on the stage. This means that
any reduction in audio quality heard would be a combination of a number of
mechanisms occurring in parallel.

3.29

Subjective assessment of audio quality in the auditorium in the ‘Large Theatre’
environment does not provide ideal conditions for detecting subtle audio effects in the
radio microphones since the audio at each point in the auditorium is a carefully
controlled mix of the amplified / mixed audio and direct audio from the cast. Only the
former is potentially subject to audio quality reduction caused by WSD radio signals.

3.30

The observation of this ‘superposition of effects’ during a live show is nevertheless a
key element of what we wished to observe for these tests.

3.31

Subsequent assessment of audio recordings allows effects on individual radio
microphones to be investigated. This technique is better suited to identification of
subtle audio effects during a live show than listening in the auditorium. Identification
of any subtle effects was also a key objective of the tests. In circumstances where
‘contribution quality’ audio feeds are required for recording, transmission or
broadcast, effects observed on a single microphone might be important
notwithstanding the fact that a subjective listener in the audience did not detect any
audio quality reduction.

Frequency channel plan for tests
3.32

A detailed frequency channel plan for each venue was drawn up. This, along with
knowledge of other PMSE use in the area, allowed a risk assessment of the effect of
transmitting relatively high power WSD signals within the theatre on other PMSE
users in the area. Frequency relationships were chosen to achieve the required
testing objectives and at the same time minimise the potential impact on other users.

3.33

WSD frequencies were chosen to allow co-channel WSD-PMSE operation as well as
operation in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 11th adjacent channels.

3.34

In order to be able to identify what WSD emission was used at what point during the
cast change rehearsals, a timeline of WSD power and frequency versus time was
kept in an engineering log-book.

Results of tests during live shows
PMSE received signal levels (no WSD emissions)
3.35

An example of some of the raw signal level data collected from radio microphones in
the New London Theatre during the live show is shown in Figure 5. In many of the
traces the rapid instantaneous variation of signals characteristic of the Rayleigh
fading observed during controlled trials (see Section 4) is observed. In a smaller
number of traces the signal is relatively static and does not fade.

11
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Figure 5: Raw measurements of received PMSE wanted signal levels. Each trace
corresponds to up to 32,000 measurements of received radio microphone RF signal
strength sampled over a 1.2ms period.
3.36

The raw signal level data in Figure 5 was subsequently post processed to account for
cable loss to the receiver position and the frequency-dependent performance of the
reference bi-conical receive antenna used. The resulting processed data effectively
represents the received PMSE signal levels at the antenna connector of a reference
0 dBi antenna at the same location as the PMSE system receive antenna.

3.37

The cumulative probability distributions of the post processed received PMSE signal
levels for the three live shows monitored are shown in Figure 6.

12
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Figure 6: Distribution of mean PMSE wanted signal levels received at the output of a
0dBi antenna for the live shows
3.38

The median signal strengths from Figure 6 are -59dBm in Queen’s, -56dBm in New
London and -51dBm in Wembley. Whilst Wembley arena is the largest venue and
Queen’s Theatre is the smallest, the median received signal strength is highest in the
arena. Qualitatively this is because the production in the theatre uses lots of
moveable scenery whilst the stage at the rock concert venue was largely open during
the show. The effect of longer operating range in the larger arena venue is observed
at the top end of the probability distribution since the arena has lower signal levels
than both theatres above the 95th percentile.

3.39

Fast fading was then removed from the raw data by calculating 1 second moving
mean signal levels. Figure 7 shows the cumulative probability distributions for the
resulting received mean PMSE signal levels for the three live shows. The probability
distribution curves in Figure 6 and Figure 7 match each other closely except at the
bottom end of the distribution where the 1s moving average is significantly greater
than the result that includes the fades. The moving average more closely represents
the useful signal following diversity processing in the PMSE receiver system.

13
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Figure 7: Distribution of mean (1 sec moving average) PMSE wanted signal levels
received at the output of a 0 dBi antenna for the live shows.

PMSE audio quality in the presence of WSD emissions
3.40

Audio quality reduction during a live event was assessed during cast change
rehearsals in Queen’s Theatre. Audio quality reduction was assessed by
representatives of Ofcom staff as well as a number of stakeholders. Stakeholders
included representatives of the PMSE equipment vendor, the audio sound production
company and production crew which included the lead audio engineer.

3.41

Interference tests started with co-channel interference. Co-channel interference at a
level of 25 dBm EIRP on TV channel 48 (690 MHz centre frequency) wiped out all
eight co-channel microphones. This interference was not mixed into the auditorium
stream, as only microphones from other channels were in use at the time. In order to
minimise the impact on the rehearsal the lead audio engineer asked us to avoid cochannel interference for the remainder of the show. Since co-channel results during
controlled trials in the theatre (see Section 4) correlate reasonably well with those
expected as a result of laboratory tests, we felt that it was not necessary to continue
with further co-channel tests.

3.42

A range of WSD signals of up to +30 dBm EIRP (the maximum available from the
WSD/antenna combination used) was transmitted on the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 11th
adjacent channels. Despite the PMSE wanted signal levels varying considerably (see
Figure 6 and Figure 7) no reduction in audio quality was heard in the auditorium
during the show.

14
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3.43

One key feature relevant to the absence of audio degradation during the tests is that
during the live shows all radio microphone transmitters were worn by actors and
separated by at least one body loss. The associated reduction of interaction and
coupling between the radio microphone and WSD transmitters is sufficient to avoid
the “super growth” of reverse transmitter intermodulation products. We have
examined reverse intermodulation in the context of controlled tests described in
Section 4.

3.44

Principals in the cast were equipped with two radio microphones which were tuned to
frequencies in different TV channels. RF and audio signals from both radio
microphones were recorded simultaneously. As the principal moves about on stage,
the mean wanted signal level of each of the two radio microphones varies with a high
degree of correlation, even though fades are uncorrelated. By choosing an
appropriate WSD frequency, it was possible to simultaneously observe the effect of
WSD interference at two different frequency offsets.

3.45

Although the audio recording level of each radio microphone was not identical, these
differences could be easily compensated for during audio playback.

3.46

Particular attention was paid to the recording of the ‘Ofcom cut’ of the finale. In this
recording selected principals were located front-centre of the stage with the WSD
turned to maximum power to create interference on radio microphone transmitters
with channel offset ∆F=1, 2 and 3. Other members of the cast were asked to split into
two groups and stand directly underneath the main and diversity receive antennas.

3.47

No audio quality reduction was detected during subsequent listening to individual
microphone audio recordings in any of the passages sampled. It was not possible to
listen to all of the material as the total represents approximately 40 x 3 x 2 = 240
hours of recording.

Radio microphones off stage
3.48

A difference in behaviour between the principal’s radio microphones subject to 1st
adjacent and 2nd adjacent channel interference was observed under some
circumstances where neither microphone was actively picking up show sound
material. An example of this effect is shown in Figure 8. In this case the microphone
subject to 1st adjacent channel interference is sometimes subject to audio
interference, and at other times no reduction in audio quality is observed.
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Interference

Deep
offstage

Offstage

Onstage

15 minutes

Figure 8: Simultaneous audio recordings from two microphones on cast principal,
with first adjacent channel interference on lower trace, and second adjacent channel
interference on upper trace.
3.49

In the few cases where this phenomenon was observed, the un-interfered
microphone was either muted or picking up ‘chat’ rather than show audio, indicating
that the actor was not on stage at the time 7. As there are no RF signal level
measurements corresponding to this audio recording, the received microphone signal
level is unknown.

3.50

Figure 8 contains annotations to the audio track which provide a plausible
explanation for the observations. When the cast principal is deep off-stage, the
microphone subject to 1st adjacent channel interference suffers from audio
degradation whereby loud audio noise is heard at the receiver. The microphone
subject to 2nd adjacent channel interference does not suffer from interference due to
the greater frequency separation. When the cast principal is offstage but received
wanted PMSE signal levels are higher, neither microphone suffers from audio
degradation. When the cast principal is onstage, and received PMSE wanted signal
levels are higher still, no reduction in audio quality is observed. These explanations
are inferred, since it is not known precisely where the cast principal was during the
periods when they were not on stage.

3.51

Table 1 examines the WSD signal levels at the PMSE receiver based on the coupling
gain G between the WSD transmit antenna and PMSE receive antenna during the
live show, and laboratory measurements of the WSD out-of-channel spectral
leakage.

7

Nevertheless, the audio system ‘alarms’ when peak audio deviation is exceeded, as in the case
illustrated in Figure 8. The presence of WSD radiation can therefore show up as an abnormal event
to the audio engineers during the show, but would not be observed by the audience.
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Table 1: WSD spectral leakage levels
Calculation

Description

Value

Unit

P

WSD EIRP

29

dBm in 8MHz

G

WSD-PMSE Coupling Gain

55

dB

-26

dBm in 8MHz

4.5

MHz

A=P-G

WSD Rx Level at PMSE Receiver
st

WSD-PMSE centre-centre spacing (1 Adj)
B
A+B

8

WSD 1/ACLR @ fPMSE

-65.1
st

WSD leakage power in 1 adjacent channel

-91

dBm in 200kHz

WSD-PMSE centre-centre spacing (2 Adj)

12.1

MHz

WSD 1/ACLR @ fPMSE

-91.3

dBc (8MHz to 200kHz)

WSD leakage power in 2nd adjacent channel

-122

dBm in 200kHz

nd

C
A+C

dBc (8MHz to 200kHz)

3.52

Table 1 indicates that in the first adjacent channel the WSD will produce a leaked
interfering level of around -91 dBm in 200 kHz at the PMSE receiver. It is plausible
that this level could produce audio interference in the system in the absence of a
wanted PMSE signal. For this to be the case, the PMSE receiver squelch level
referred to the input antenna would have to be at around -90 dBm or lower.

3.53

Table 1 indicates that in the second adjacent channel the WSD will produce an
interfering level of around -122dBm in 200kHz at the PMSE receiver. As this level is
below thermal noise it is most unlikely that this could affect the system.

3.54

An interfering power level of -91dBm at the output of a 0 dBi antenna corresponds to
an input to the receiver of approximately -81 dBm, assuming the nominal gain from
the PMSE receive antenna to the back of the receiver is around 10 dB as indicated in
Figure 3. We understand that the squelch level of the system is roughly -81 dBm, so
it seems plausible that the squelch is lower than the spectral leakage from a WSD in
the first adjacent channel, and this can result in audio interference during silent
periods where the actor is off stage.

3.55

It should be emphasized that no reduction in audio quality was heard in the
auditorium. As explained earlier, audio degradation did not occur when the cast
principal was on the stage and this is the only circumstance under which the radio
microphone is linked via the mixing desk to the auditorium speakers.

8

ACLR stands for adjacent channel leakage ratio and is a measure of the power in the 200kHz PMSE
channel as a function of the WSD interferer power measured in 8MHz.
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Section 4

4 Controlled coexistence tests in theatres
4.1

In this section we describe the results of the tests which we have performed at two
theatres in the London West End, under controlled conditions. Controlled conditions
are those without the presence of actors or audience but where the tests use the
same equipment and systems that are used in performances.

Testing methodology and approach
Venue layouts and PMSE/WSD installations
4.2

Figure 9 shows the test geometry used for the controlled tests at Queen’s Theatre.
The PMSE installation was described in some detail in Section 3 in the context of the
live shows. For the controlled tests, the WSD was located as close as possible to the
stage at the front of the auditorium, separated by approximately 3 m from the radio
microphone transmitter under test at location ‘F’ behind the orchestra pit. Signal
strength measurements were taken on the two reference antennas shown, which
were located near to the main and diversity PMSE system antennas.

Reference receive
antennas

F
WSD

Figure 9: Test geometry in Queen’s Theatre.
4.3

Figure 10 shows the test geometry used for the controlled tests at New London
Theatre. The PMSE installation was described in some detail in Section 3 in the
context of the live shows. For the controlled tests the WSD was located as close as
possible to the stage at the front of the auditorium, separated by less than 2 m from
the radio microphone transmitter under test at location ‘F’. As the New London
Theatre has no orchestra pit, the WSD was located closer to the radio microphones
than in Queen’s Theatre. Signal strength measurements were taken via the reference
antenna shown, which was located near to the main and diversity PMSE system
antennas at the back of the stage and behind the curtain obscuring the PMSE
receiver antennas from view.
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Receive (diversity)
antenna

Receive antenna

IEM transmit

Reference receive
antenna

F
WSD

Figure 10: Test geometry in New London Theatre.
4.4

The same test geometry was used for IEM testing at New London Theatre. The IEM
was, in addition, tested at a range of locations around the theatre and to its range
limit with varying WSD powers.

Radio microphone under test
4.5

A number of fixed locations (such as location ‘F’) were chosen for the radio
microphone under test so that measurements of signal strength or audio quality over
a period of 2 minutes could be related to a specific location within the theatre. The
radio microphone under test was body worn beneath clothing, and the wearer turned
and moved slowly to and fro within an area of approximately 1 metre by 1 metre
around the fixed locations. We will refer to this motion as a ‘walklet’ throughout this
document.

4.6

The ‘walklet’ process was used to generate a dynamic fading environment with a
small variation in shadowing due to movement around objects in the theatre, and was
not intended to replicate actual show conditions where large numbers of radio
microphones move on-stage at the same time.

4.7

During the tests there was normally no other activity on the stage, although the
motion of other people within the theatre was not closely monitored or controlled
during the measurement period.

All other radio microphones
4.8

PMSE transmitter (reverse) intermodulation was identified by Ofcom and
stakeholders as a key concern for high density PMSE installations such as those in
West End theatres.

4.9

In order to investigate PMSE transmitter intermodulation under realistic geometries,
the 30 to 40 PMSE radio microphone transmitters not used for audio quality
monitoring were switched on, and spaced out on the stage in two groups close to the
main and diversity PMSE receive antennas. This is a layout designed to maximise
‘near far’ effects for interference produced by transmitter intermodulation. Figure 11
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illustrates this layout. The radio microphone transmitter produces an intermodulation
product PI at the receiver. Under the constraint dPMSE + dWSD = DT, where DT is the
distance between WSD transmit antenna and PMSE receive antenna, the highest
level of PI at the receiver occurs when the radio microphone transmitter is either
close to the WSD or close to the receiver. The layout used this latter option, with the
radio microphone transmitters that were not under test switched on and arranged
close to the receiver.

PI

PX
PPMSE
PIM

PWSD

Reverse IM

WSD

MIC
(PIM Source)

Receiver

dPMSE (m)

dWSD (m)

Figure 11: Layout used for exploring PMSE transmitter intermodulation. As explained
in the text, the highest level of intermodulation product (PI) at the receiver occurs
when the radio microphone transmitter is either close to the WSD or close to the
receiver.
4.10

Note that during the controlled tests the radio microphone under test was kept within
1 m of position ‘F’ shown in Figure 9//Figure 10 and its motion followed the ‘walklet’
process.

Generating WSD Signals
4.11

The master/slave set up for generating WSD signals was described in some detail in
Section 3 in the context of the live shows. During the controlled tests the WSD was
configured with antenna radiation patterns designed to deliver roughly equal radiated
power to both main and diversity branches of the PMSE receiver system. We again
used WSD1 which is the highest-power WSD available to us.

Assessing the PMSE audio quality
4.12

In order to make measurements taken under controlled conditions in venues
comparable with measurements in the laboratory, we needed to set a consistent
pass/fail criterion. We used the same five point scale for audio degradation
(described in Annex 2), and like the laboratory tests we set the pass/fail criterion at
4.5. In subjective tests with a panel of attentive listeners, with good quality closed
headphones in a quiet environment, 4.5 would be achieved, for example, if half the
listeners do not notice any degradation and half notice degradation but do not find it
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annoying 9. It should be emphasised that there is no special significance attached to
the 4.5 level.
4.13

The audio degradation was measured in relation to a specific 2 minute segment of
piano music. We chose piano music in line with our general cautious approach in
these tests. The programme material has an impact on the relationship between
WSD interference and subjective audio quality. A subjective score of 4.5 with piano
music was obtained under laboratory conditions with lower levels of interference than
with speech, as described in Annex 2.

4.14

In order to achieve the radio conditions expected to deliver a subjective score of 4.5
in a relatively short period, we used an automated tool, the Instrumented Audio
Metric (IAM) 10. The IAM was also used for laboratory protection ratio measurements.
WSD interference power was increased until the real time display on the tool
indicated that the audio quality had reduced to the reference 4.5 level or until the
maximum achievable WSD power was reached.

4.15

At this point a 2-minute recording was obtained using the IAM. In the venue, with
non-static channel conditions, the audio quality indicated by the tool varies over the
duration of the test. This is unlike laboratory measurements under static conditions
where a quasi-static quality metric is obtained.

4.16

In order to assess the audio quality in the venue, a technique of counting the number
of ‘events’ over a 2-minute period was used. An ‘event’ is when the IAM tool indicates
the audio noise/interference exceeds a pre-set limit, this being an ‘average deviation’
of 15 or greater indicated by the tool. A fuller description of the ‘average deviation’
measure is contained in Annex 1. Lower audio quality is accompanied by a larger
‘event count’ over a 2 minute period.

4.17

Audio quality in-venue was also confirmed by subjective listening to the same 2minute piano music extract used for the subjective listening exercise described in
Annex 2. Given the listening environment, and the dynamic nature of the RF
environment within the venue, listeners were asked to rate both the audio quality on
the 5-point scale and also to mark up on a timeline any major or minor artefacts
noticed in a record log (Figure 12). At least two listeners independently rated every
passage, and these logs along with the recordings were saved for subsequent
analysis purposes.

9

Listeners were not limited to responding with integer values on the subjective scale although the
instructions did ask that no more than one decimal place was used.
10
See Annex 1for a full description of the IAM.
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Figure 12: Record log for in-venue listening tests.
4.18

The listening panel used good quality monitor headphones to screen out background
noise from other people within the theatre.

4.19

Testing in a venue was conducted over an extended period, and the audio conditions
during testing could not be controlled from venue to venue. The duration and level of
concentration required for subjective listening means that this approach cannot
guarantee the level of repeatability achieved during laboratory based subjective
listening exercises. Whilst it is almost certainly possible to hear moderate audio
effects, the more subtle the effect the less repeatable the test result.

4.20

The IAM configured for in-venue use is shown in Figure 13. The main difference from
the IAM used for laboratory testing is the ‘wandering lead’ which needs to be long
enough to allow the wearer of the microphone to take up a desired position on the
stage. The audio return from the receiver bank is also lengthened to allow connection
between the audio test station in the auditorium and the receiver equipment under
the stage.

Reference audio in

Test audio (ref)

Radio
microphone

Wandering lead

Test audio (interf)
Test Equipment

Interfered audio

PMSE
radio microphone
receiver

Receive
Receive diversity

PMSE Venue Equipment

Figure 13: Instrumented audio metric set up for controlled tests.
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Frequency channel plan for tests
4.21

A detailed frequency channel plan for each venue was drawn up. This, along with
knowledge of other PMSE use in the area, allowed a risk assessment of the effect of
transmitting relatively high power WSD signals within the theatre on other PMSE
users in the area. Frequency relationships were chosen to achieve the required
testing objectives and at the same time minimise the potential impact on other users.

4.22

The test plan in Queen’s and New London Theatres tested WSD interference with
co-channel operation as well as operation on 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 11th adjacent channels.
In addition, the test plan for War Horse tested the 6th adjacent channel.

Background signal monitoring
4.23

The details of PMSE licenses are held in a database available to Ofcom. In order to
identify whether any PMSE channels not recorded on the database were in use, and
to ensure that there was a minimum probability that extraneous RF signals could
affect the test results, a process of monitoring background RF signal and noise was
undertaken at regular intervals during the trials.

4.24

Background signal monitoring used a high performance spectrum analyser
connected to an antenna, scanning the whole TV band with a resolution bandwidth of
200 kHz.

Results of controlled tests
Fading conditions within the theatre environment
4.25

Fading conditions were measured for a single radio microphone at a time, using the
‘walklet’ process, and in the absence of WSD radiation. PMSE signal levels were
measured on the wanted channel with a resolution bandwidth of 200 kHz using the
‘zero span’ setting of the spectrum analyser and measuring 100,000 points within a
2-minute period. This results in a time series of the wanted signal received at the
reference antennas with measurements taken every 1.2 ms.

4.26

Results of these measurements normalised to the respective local means are
compared to a theoretical Rayleigh distribution in Figure 14 and Figure 15. The
measurement process can measure fades above the instrumentation noise floor of
duration longer than the measurement sample and hold time (~1.2 ms). With 100,000
measurements, the minimum detectable probability is 1 in 105.
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Figure 14: PMSE signal cumulative probability distribution for Queen’s Theatre.
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Figure 15: PMSE signal cumulative probability distribution for New London Theatre.
4.27

There is a good correspondence with Rayleigh fading for a moving body worn radio
microphone in both theatre environments. Fading occurs despite close proximity
between the transmitter and receiver because of a large number of reflections from
clutter surrounding the transmitter and receiver antennas.
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Audio quality in the presence of WSD radiation
4.28

Table 2 shows the results of subjective audio quality tests compared to the 2013
consultation limits, PREG, proposed in the 2013 coexistence consultation 11. The values
of P1 represent the WSD EIRPs which result in the quoted subjective audio quality
scores.

Table 2: Impact on audio quality for Queen’s Theatre with interferer victim separation
of 10m.
WSD
class

PMSE
frequency
(MHz)

WSD-PMSE
channel
separation
∆F

Consultation
EIRP limit, PREG
(dBm/8MHz)

3

669.7

1

32

Separation
between
WSD Tx and
PMSE Rx
(metres)
10

3

669.7

2

36

3

669.7

3

36

3

669.7

11

36

WSD EIRP
P1
(dBm/8MHz)

Subjective
audio
quality
score

26.7 (Max)

4.8

10

26.9 (Max)

4.8

10

27.1 (Max)

5

10

25.0 (Max)

5

4.29

The WSD (WSD1) used for the tests has an ETSI emission class of 3 determined by
its performance in the first adjacent channel (see characterisation in Annex 5).

4.30

The ‘consultation safety margin’ is the degree by which P1 exceeds PREG. A positive
consultation safety margin indicates that for a WSD emission above the limit
proposed in the 2013 coexistence consultation, no audio degradation is observed
during the tests.

4.31

Note that in Table 2 the subjective audio quality scores do not reduce below 4.5 even
when the WSD radiates at its maximum power level. This maximum level shows a
small variation with WSD frequency because of the frequency-dependent gain of the
WSD transmit antenna.

4.32

Since the WSD could not actually radiate at the proposed limit, all we can say is that
the consultation safety margins in this example were greater than that established at
the maximum power of the WSD. The consultation safety margin shown in Table 3
therefore varies from greater than -5 dB (for the first adjacent channel) to greater
than -11 dB for the 11th adjacent channel.

11

The limit PREG is given by PREG = min(PS,0 – G – r(∆F), 36) dBm/8MHz, where PS,0 = -65 dBm/8MHz,
G = -49 dB is the free space path gain between victim and interferer at the victim frequency and for an
assumed separation of 10 m, and r(∆F) is the protection ratio for class 3 WSDs from table 5.5 of the
2013 consultation Technical Report.
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Table 3: Consultation safety margin for Queen’s Theatre with interferer-victim
separation of 10m.
WSD-PMSE
channel separation
∆F

Consultation Safety Margin
(dB)

1

> -5

2

> -9

3

> -9

11

> -11

4.33

In order to explore even more challenging geometries, the separation between the
WSD and the PMSE receive antenna was reduced from 10 m to approximately 2 m,
and the tests were re-run. The results are shown in Table 4. Note that for illustrative
purposes we have also adjusted PREG to account for reduced separation by using a
revised value of G calculated at 2m.

Table 4: Impact on audio quality for Queen’s Theatre with interferer-victim separation
reduced from 10 metres to 2 metres.
WSD
class

PMSE
frequency
(MHz)

3

669.7

WSDPMSE
channel
separation
∆F
1

3

669.7

3

669.7

3

669.7

18

Separation
between
WSD Tx and
PMSE Rx
(metres)
2

2

28

2

26.9 (Max)

5

3

32

2

27.1 (Max)

5

11

36

2

25.0 (Max)

5

Consultation
EIRP limit, PREG
(dBm/8MHz)

WSD EIRP
P1
(dBm/8MHz)

Subjective
audio
quality
score

26.7 (Max)

4.8

4.34

Note that the reduced separation did not noticeably impact the subjective audio
quality scores which did not reduce below 4.5 even when the WSD radiates at its
maximum power level.

4.35

Here, again it is not possible to accurately establish the consultation safety margins
for the 2nd, 3rd and 11th adjacent channels, because had the limits proposed in the
2013 coexistence consultation been based on 2m separation they would still have
exceeded the maximum EIRP of the WSD. For the 1st adjacent channel the
consultation safety margin is greater than +9 dB with an interferer-victim separation
of 2m.

4.36

The above results are consistent with those obtained during the live shows, in the
sense that little or no reduction in audio quality was observed for realistic deployment
geometries. This implies that other effects such as PMSE transmitter reverse
intermodulation products do not appear to cause audio degradation for the
geometries examined.

4.37

Also note that the reductions in audio quality described in Table 2 and Table 4
observed by subjects on the listening panel were at least in part related to audible
‘clicks’. These clicks varied in number from recording to recording but were not
characteristic of audio effects caused by WSD interference as observed in the
laboratory. This merited some further investigation, the details of which are contained
in Annex 7.
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IEM tests in New London Theatre
4.38

IEM tests in the theatre are harder to make because the receiver is mobile, yet both
the IAM and the WSD are mains powered and not easy to transport. We therefore
adopted a more subjective method for assessing the impact of WSD emissions on
IEM use in the venue.

4.39

The IEMs are used in mono mode in the theatre and also for the controlled tests. The
piano audio signal from the IAM was fed to the L/mono input of one IEM transmitter,
and the others were left un-modulated. The IEMs used by cast members were given
to two subjective listeners, and both tuned to the modulated signal. With the WSD off
the subjective listeners moved around the auditorium to establish a reference audio
quality. Although the audio quality was not felt to be ideal, there was nonetheless no
quality reduction anywhere within the auditorium of the New London Theatre. Low
signal fading effects in characteristic short bursts were noted when the IEMs were
taken out of the auditorium and along the corridor towards the theatre toilets behind a
concrete partition wall.

4.40

The WSD was turned on at full power at a variety of channel adjacencies and the
subjective listening exercise was repeated. No noticeable difference was heard by
either subjective listener throughout the auditorium or at the corridor at the back of
the theatre.

4.41

In order to generate audible interference in the IEM it was necessary to move the
IEM to within 35 cm of the WSD. The WSD was situated towards the front of the
auditorium and therefore towards the edge of the stage but nevertheless in a region
of good coverage for the IEM. At distances of greater than 35cm no audible
interference was heard despite motion and attempting to shadow the IEM with
additional body losses.
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Section 5

5 Coexistence tests at an outside broadcast
event
5.1

In this section we describe the results of tests which we have performed during a
BBC outside broadcast event at Calke Abbey in Derbyshire, including both live
measurements and controlled tests. The controlled tests were chosen to match the
live conditions as closely as possible, although very important factors such as the
presence of crowds could not be replicated during the controlled tests.

5.2

We note that unlike theatres, the deployment of PMSE equipment in an outside
broadcast use case is flexible and can often be adapted to the changing
environment. This was observed during the event as the producers adapted the
location of the presenters in response to a reduction in operating range induced by
the presence of large crowds surrounding the radio microphone transmitters.

Testing methodology and approach
5.3

This outside broadcast event corresponds to the ‘Low Signal Working’ corner case
described in Annex 4. The ‘Low Signal Working’ corner case is characterised by a
radio microphone operated a long way from its receiver or with an obstructed path. In
the BBC event two radio microphones were operated together.

5.4

During the event, BBC Radio Derby were broadcasting live between 09.00 and
16.00, which gave sufficient time for a large number of signal measurements on both
radio microphones to be taken.

5.5

The live content for Radio Derby was delivered via radio microphones to the outside
broadcast bus, which is a single-decker bus equipped with two radio microphone
receivers and two IEM transmitters operating in channel 38. The bus also
incorporates a studio/mixing desk alongside a satellite backhaul system which
enables the outside broadcast content to be relayed to the radio station for
broadcast. The scenario is shown in Figure 16. The audio feed for recording allowed
the audio to be recorded at the same time as the radio signal level was measured.
The audio feed supplied was a mix of both radio microphones, although only one
signal level was monitored at any one time.
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To studio (via satellite)

Audio feed
for recording

Measurement of
PMSE receive
signal level

Figure 16: Outside broadcast scenario at Calke Abbey.
5.6

The outside of the vehicle including the radio microphone transmitter and IEM
antenna locations is shown in Figure 17. The inside of the front of the bus showing
location of equipment is shown in Figure 18.

MIC Rx
Antenna (x2)
IEM Tx
Antenna (x2)

Technical
Area

Figure 17: BBC outside broadcast bus showing location of antennas.
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UHF
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&
IEM x 2

Test
Equipment

Figure 18: Location of MIC/IEM equipment within the technical area of the bus.
5.7

A smaller outside broadcast vehicle was also present at the venue. This was
equipped with a single radio microphone transmitter and IEM, also operating in
channel 38. This vehicle is shown in Figure 19. The various frequencies in use are
listed in Table 5.

Table 5: MIC and IEM frequencies in use
Radio bus

f (MHz)

MIC1

606.6

MIC2

607

IEM1

613.4

IEM2

612.85

Small vehicle

f (MHz)

MIC

909.55

IEM

610.7

5.8

The bus also contains other equipment. In particular, programme producers make
use of 12.5 kHz talkback channels at 455 MHz and 468 MHz. These channels have
considerably greater range than the radio microphones or IEMs. Background signal
scans showed that there were no other significant RF emissions at the venue other
than DTT signals.

5.9

Receive signal levels were monitored using a calibrated test receive antenna. This
test antenna was located at the same height as the actual antennas used by the
radio bus, and as close as practically possible.

5.10

In order to allow sensitive measurements of the radio microphone transmitter receive
levels in the presence of strong IEM transmissions, a tuneable notch filter was used
in between the test receive antenna and the spectrum analyser. This filter was
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adjusted to suppress the IEM signals at 613.4 MHz and 612.85 MHz whilst
minimising loss at frequencies below 608MHz.
5.11

At the end of the live broadcast, tests were conducted in the presence of WSD
emissions. WSD transmissions were generated in an Ofcom vehicle parked next to
the BBC bus with the same master-slave set up described in Section 3. A high gain
WSD transmit antenna was mounted 8 m away and at the same height as the MIC
receive antennas.

5.12

The test antenna locations are shown in Figure 20.

Satellite
Backhaul

UHF
MIC &
IEM

Figure 19: Small outside broadcast vehicle.
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WSD Tx
Antenna

Rx
Antenna

Figure 20: Test antenna locations.
5.13

During measurements the location of radio microphone transmitter and receiver were
recorded using GPS coordinates, and the distance between transmitter and receiver
was confirmed with a laser range-finder. Measurement locations are identified by
letters A-O and are shown in Figure 21.

5.14

As the crowd was dispersing during the interference tests after the end of the live
event and this was known to influence the path loss by up to about 20 dB in this
location, the tests were not confined to locations close to the limit of operational
range during the live event (A, G, H, J, L, N) and were extended to the new range
limit achieved without a crowd. In Figure 21 these locations are ‘I’, ‘K’, ‘M’ and ‘O’,
which are also close to each other and all between 100 m and 110 m from the radio
bus shown in blue.
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Locations
A,G,H,J,L,N
Locations
I,K,M,O

Figure 21: Radio microphone locations during measurements taken at the BBC
outside broadcast (bus shown in blue).

Results of tests
PMSE received signal levels (no WSD emissions)
5.15

At the beginning of the event the production staff tested the system to work out
where presenters could stand with the radio microphones working. The working
range reduced from about 100 m to approximately 35 m as a result of the large
crowds present in the event. In free space the difference between 100 m and 35 m is
~10 dB path loss. Under live conditions the median path loss was approximately
20dB greater than free space at the working range of 35m. Informal observations of
passing crowds during the event also indicated that at a working range of 35m the
path loss increased by up to about 20dB when a large crowd gathered or passed by.

5.16

The working range of this system is limited by the fact that the receive antennas are
at a height of approximately 3 m, the radio microphone transmitter is a hand held
device and the presenters are often closely surrounded by crowds when they are
presenting. The working range of the IEMs worn by the presenters is nearly always
less than the radio microphone transmitters. This is by design intent and ensures that
the onset of break-up of the IEM audio signal alerts the presenters to the fact that the
radio microphone transmitter is operating close to its maximum range.
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5.17

Other impacts on path loss observed informally included presenters sitting down,
bending or inadvertently placing their hand over the transmitting element of the
microphone.

5.18

Raw measurement data is shown in Figure 22. The bottom trace in Figure 22
indicates the instrumentation noise floor.

Figure 22: Raw measurement data of received PMSE wanted signal levels.
5.19

The raw signal level data in Figure 22 was subsequently post-processed to account
for cable loss to the receiver position and the frequency dependent gain of the
reference bi-conical receive antenna used. The resulting processed data effectively
represents the received PMSE signal levels at the antenna connector of a reference
0 dBi antenna at the same location as the PMSE receive antenna. Fast fading was
then removed from the raw data by calculating 1 second moving mean signal levels.

5.20

The cumulative probability distribution curve for this processed data is shown in
Figure 23. The median signal level of -60 dBm is slightly lower than the indoor
environment measurements shown in Figure 7. The variation of the working signal
level is also lower.

5.21

The 95th percentile signal strength for the outside broadcast is 4 – 6dB lower than the
equivalent measurements in indoor environments. Fewer high signal level
measurements were observed compared to the indoor venues, since most
broadcasts occurred at greater range in this outdoor scenario.

5.22

The 5th percentile signal strength for the outside broadcast is 2 – 7dB higher than the
equivalent measurements in indoor theatre environments. Fewer low signal
measurements were observed compared to the indoor venues since the equipment
used for this outside broadcast has a lower reference sensitivity than that used in the
theatre environments tested. The theatre environment also has an active receive
antenna system, and its squelch level is set lower. This outside broadcast system
therefore needs a higher receive signal to operate.
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Figure 23: Distribution of mean (1 sec moving average) PMSE wanted signal levels
received at the output of a 0 dBi antenna for the outside broadcast scenario.
5.23

A number of strategies could be employed to enhance the working range of the
system, such as the use of elevating antenna masts, higher-gain receive antennas or
mast-head amplifiers. A key observation however is that the equipment was worked
to the edge of coverage, and this is likely to have been the case wherever that edge
occurred. Figure 24 shows a series of photographs of the front panel of the receiver
equipment taken whilst the radio microphone transmitters were being used for
broadcasting on-air which illustrates this point. The radio microphone receivers are
the top two pieces of equipment in each photograph. Their displays turn red when
they detect a low signal condition, and ultimately mute the audio if the received signal
level stays below the squelch level for a short period.
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MIC1 low
15:27:16

MIC2 low
15:27:24

MIC1 mute
15:27:28

Both Mute
15:27:32

Figure 24: Observation of equipment rack operation during live outside broadcast. In
each image there are two radio microphone transmitters (top) and two IEMs (bottom).
When the display is red the equipment is reporting low received RF signal or has
muted.
5.24

Audio quality monitoring confirmed that microphones were muting. Figure 25 shows a
spectrogram of a live recording where the muted sections are indicated by the small
grey vertical bars. The muted sections in this example vary from 55 ms to 160 ms in
duration. During a spoken dialogue the subjective impact of a short mute depends on
where the mute occurs in relation to the speech phonemes. A repeated occurrence of
short mutes or a single longer mute is nonetheless quite distracting. Subjectively we
did not notice any reduction in audio quality before the system muted so it may also
have been possible to increase the working range of the system without adversely
affecting voice quality simply by reducing the squelch level, which is a user
configurable parameter on this system.
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Muting
MIC

Figure 25: Spectrogram of audio signals during live broadcast showing muted
passages.

PMSE audio quality in the presence of WSD emissions
5.25

At the end of the live broadcast a series of measurements were performed by turning
the WSD on whilst simultaneously monitoring the PMSE audio quality. The results of
a number of these tests are shown in Table 6. Measurements are shown for the 1st,
2nd 3rd and 11th adjacent channels.

5.26

Unlike tests in venues we were unable to perform these controlled trials using the
IAM because of the distance between transmitter and receiver would have required
in excess of 200m of cable which we would have to have deployed in the presence of
a dispersing crowd. In addition the outside broadcast environment is characterised by
operation at the edge of range, and whilst using scores on the subjective audio
quality scale is a useful technique for determining subtle degradation in audio quality
it is not ideally suited to distinguishing between mutes caused by operation at the
edge of range and interference caused by WSDs.

5.27

A risk analysis undertaken prior to the measurements had identified that only the
DTT channels below channel 38 could be used for interference tests. MIC1 (606.6
MHz) was therefore chosen for the tests rather than MIC2 (607 MHz) in order to
minimise the frequency separation between WSD and radio microphone transmitter.

Table 6: Interference tests for outside broadcast scenario
Channel
separation
∆F

PMSE
transmitter
location

WSD
EIRP

-

H

(off)

1
1

H
H

16
23

1

H

36 (max)

1

H to I

36 (max)

-

I

(off)

2

J

16

2

J

23

Comments
Test at 30 m PMSE operational range to establish
audio quality reference.
No reduction in audio quality.
No reduction in audio quality.
No reduction in audio quality.
Test up to full 100 m PMSE range. Reduction in
audio quality becomes more pronounced during
walk with increasing distance.
Test at 100 m full PMSE range with no WSD
emissions. Could hear muting of audio signal.
Test at 30 m PMSE operational range. No reduction
in audio quality.
No reduction in audio quality.
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Channel
separation
∆F
2

PMSE
transmitter
location
J

36 (max)

2

J to K

36 (max)

2

K

36 (max)

3

L

16

3
3

L
L

23
36 (max)

3

L to M

36 (max)

11

N

16

11

N

23

11

N

(36)

11

N to O

23

WSD
EIRP

Comments
No reduction in audio quality.
Test up to full 100 m PMSE range. Could hear
muting of audio signal, but no reduction in audio
quality due to WSD emissions..
Test at 100 m full PMSE range. Could hear muting
of audio signal, but no reduction in audio quality due
to WSD emissions.
Test at 30 m PMSE operational range. No reduction
in audio quality.
No reduction in audio quality.
No reduction in audio quality.
Test up to full 100 m PMSE range. Could not hear
any reduction in audio quality.
Test at 30 m PMSE operational range. No reduction
in audio quality.
No reduction in audio quality.
Not possible to set up WSD due to interference at
468MHz and 455MHz from talkback signal
transmitted from radio bus.
Test up to full 100 m PMSE range. No reduction in
audio quality.

5.28

In Table 7 locations are identified using the single letters defined in Figure 21. Those
locations close to the limit of operational range during the live event are ‘H’, ‘J’, ‘L’
and ‘N’. These locations are all close to each other and are 25-30m from the radio
bus.

5.29

No reduction in audio quality could be heard during the interference tests at locations
H’, ‘J’, ‘L’ and ‘N’ whatever the WSD interference level and offset applied. Increasing
levels of audio quality reduction were heard as the range increased to 100 m when
the WSD emissions were in the first adjacent channel. No audio quality reduction
could be heard for other channel offsets. Recordings taken with and without WSD
interference at locations ‘I’, ‘K’, ‘M’ and ‘O’ showed that the radio microphone
transmitter was muting, confirming that the system was indeed being operated
beyond the edge of its range in the absence of a crowd.

5.30

Table 7 shows the WSD EIRP, P1, for which no audio quality reduction was
observed. The 2013 consultation limits PREG are those proposed in the 2013
coexistence consultation 12. Note that GTEST is the coupling gain between the WSD
and the reference receive antenna, which is the free space gain over a distance of
8 m at the WSD frequency. This is 2 m less than the 10 m reference geometry used
for the calculation of PREG.

5.31

The WSD used for the tests has an ETSI emission class of 3 determined by its
performance in the first adjacent channel (see characterisation in Annex 5).

12

The limit PREG is given by PREG = min(PS,0 – G – r(∆F), 36) dBm/8MHz, where PS,0 = -65 dBm/8MHz,
G = -48 dB is the free space path gain between victim and interferer at the victim frequency and for an
assumed separation of 10 m, and r(∆F) is the protection ratio for class 3 WSDs from table 5.5 of the
2013 consultation Technical Report.
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5.32

The ‘consultation safety margin’ is the degree by which P1 exceeds PREG. A positive
consultation safety margin indicates that the limit proposed in the 2013 coexistence
consultation is over cautious.

Table 7: Impact on audio quality for the outside broadcast with an interferer-victim
separation of 8 metres.
WSD
class

PMSE
frequency
(MHz)

Channel
separation
∆F

Consultation
EIRP limit, PREG
(dBm/8MHz)

GTEST
(dB)

WSD EIRP
P1
(dBm/8MHz)

3

606.6

1

31

-46

24 to 36

Consultation
safety
margin M
(dB)
-7 < M < +5

3

606.6

2

36

-46

> 36

>0

3

606.6

3

36

-46

> 36

>0

3

606.6

11

36

-45

> 36

>0

5.33

13

The margin for ∆F=1 was not established with a high degree of precision due to time
constraints and because the audio quality was tested continuously along a 90 m path
to compensate for the lack of crowds during testing. As a cross check, laboratory
measurements of protection ratio at the lowest measureable signal strength for this
type of equipment would predict a value for P1 of 24 dBm for a score of 4.5 on the
subjective audio scale 13. Although this is in the same range as that established for P1
at the outside broadcast venue, the audio criteria used in the laboratory are more
stringent than those possible at the venue and so the comparison serves as a cross
check rather than a strictly rigorous confirmation of the results.

As explained in Sections 4 and 6.
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Section 6

6 Laboratory tests
6.1

In this section we describe our laboratory tests of PMSE radio microphones, in-ear
monitors (IEMs) and programme audio links (PALs) / studio transmitter links (STLs).

6.2

The tests involve the measurements of RF sensitivity, protection ratios, and
transmitter (reverse) intermodulation products.

6.3

Sensitivity and protection ratio measurements were performed for all three types of
equipment. Sensitivity describes the minimum receiver wanted signal power for
which a receiver can meet a certain performance criterion. Protection ratio describes
how well the receiver equipment performs in the presence of co-channel or adjacentchannel interference.

6.4

Transmitter third order intermodulation measurements were made for radio
microphone transmitters only. Transmitter third order intermodulation tests measure
the propensity of a radio microphone transmitter to transmit an unwanted signal when
it is operated in close proximity to an interferer. Radio microphone transmitters
contain battery powered transmitters, which are often more susceptible to producing
transmit intermodulation than mains powered devices.

6.5

In order to test the RF sensitivity and protection ratios of PMSE equipment it is
necessary to assess their performance in the context of the quality of audio which
they produce. As an example, ETSI specification TS 102 192-1 14 identifies three
classes of equipment with intended use in ‘professional applications’, ‘domestic
entertainment’ or ‘general consumer [use]’ respectively. However, SINAD
performance criteria as presented in this specification were found to be unsuitable for
the purpose of determining the onset of reduction in audio quality in the presence of
WSD transmissions (see Annex 1 for a detailed discussion).

6.6

For this reason, an alternative approach based on scoring audio quality via subjective
listening was adopted. To allow subjective listening scores to be used for consistent
and repeatable measurements in a laboratory environment, we developed an
Instrumented Audio Metric (IAM).

6.7

A description of the validation of the methodology and a fuller description of the IAM,
including the alternatives considered, is included in Annex 1 and Annex 2. The
validation process includes observations of how a range of WSDs with different
emission characteristics affect the audio quality produced by PMSE equipment.

6.8

In the subjective tests described in the annexes, listeners were asked to rate the
reduction in sound quality of audio recordings relative to a known ‘reference’
recording. Quality reduction was assessed on a 5 point scale: 5.0 – imperceptible,
4.0 - perceptible, but not annoying, 3.0 - slightly annoying, 2.0 – annoying, 1.0 - very
annoying.

6.9

In order to measure the sensitivity and protection ratios of a PMSE receiver, the
wanted PMSE signal power and/or the unwanted WSD signal power were adjusted

14

Section 12.3.2.1 of
http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_ts/102100_102199/10219201/01.01.01_60/ts_10219201v010101p.pdf
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until the audio quality would reduce to a score of 4.5 on the subjective scale (which
may be achieved, for example, if half the listeners rate quality as 5 and half rate it at
4). The use of the IAM would allow such measurements to be performed without the
need for a panel of listeners. As mentioned earlier, there is no special significance
attached to the 4.5 level, which is used to make results comparable throughout the
report.
6.10

A range of WSDs from a number of manufacturers were available during the
laboratory measurements. The WSDs varied in terms of modulation, bandwidth, data
rate, adjacent channel power specifications and duty cycle.

6.11

In this section we present
•

a description of the test configurations used, and how the equipment was
physically connected,

•

a description of test procedures used,

•

the results of the measurements, and

•

analysis of and observations on the measurement results.

Measurements of protection ratio
6.12

The protection ratio of a receiver is the ratio of the wanted signal power over the
unwanted (co-channel or adjacent-channel) signal power at the point of failure of the
receiver. The higher the protection ratio, the more susceptible the receiver is to
interference. The co-channel protection ratio (expressed in dB) is usually a positive
number, whilst adjacent channel protection ratios (again expressed in dB) are
normally negative numbers.

6.13

In the context of characterising the performance of PMSE receivers in the presence
of WSD radiations we have defined the ‘point of failure’ to be one where although the
audio quality is still good, listeners are only just able to perceive some reduction in
quality as associated with a score of 4.5 on the subjective audio quality scale.

6.14

An illustration of the spectrum emission masks of PMSE and WSD equipment is
shown in Figure 26. A WSD transmission commonly occupies most, but not all, of an
8 MHz TV channel, although WSDs with wider and narrower bandwidths are
possible. A radio microphone transmitter generally occupies a bandwidth of 200 kHz.
In deriving the protection ratio, the wanted PMSE signal power is measured in 200
kHz and the unwanted WSD signal power is measured in 8 MHz.
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PMSE
C = PS (200 kHz)

8 MHz

WSD
in-block power
PX (5 MHz)

WSD
out-of-block power
POOB (200 kHz)

5 MHz
∆f

f

Figure 26: An illustration of PMSE and WSD spectra.
6.15

Results are presented for protection ratio as a function of ‘channel offset’ ∆F between
the victim and interferer, where channel offset is ±1, ±2, ±3 and so on. PMSE
equipment operating in a TVWS channel could be assigned a frequency anywhere
within an 8 MHz channel. Measurements indicate that the actual frequency of the
PMSE equipment within an 8 MHz TVWS channel has a significant impact on the
measured protection ratio, especially where ∆F = ±1. For this reason, and taking a
cautious approach, the centre-centre frequency offsets shown in Table 8 were used
for measuring protection ratios at different channel adjacencies. These offsets
minimise the frequency separation between the PMSE and WSD devices.

Table 8: Centre-centre frequency offsets for protection ratio measurements.
Channel
separation, ∆F
0
±1
±2
±3
±n

WSD centre to PMSE centre
frequency separation (MHz)
0
±4.1
±12.1
±20.1
±[(n-0.5)*8 + (0.2)/2]

6.16

Some PMSE equipment has a much larger tuning range than other equipment.
Measurements indicate that the protection ratio is maximised (that is, the
susceptibility to interference is maximised) for a given value of |∆F| if the WSD is
within or close to the edge of the PMSE tuning range. For this reason, protection ratio
measurements were taken under these circumstances for as large a ∆F as possible.
Some PMSE equipment achieves its ultimate tuning range over a number of subranges, and this approach to frequency separation means that all sub-ranges will be
exercised.

6.17

Note that protection ratio typically increases as a function of the received wanted
PMSE signal level. This is because protection ratio is a function of the adjacent
channel leakage ratio (ACLR) of the WSD and the adjacent channel selectivity (ACS)
of the PMSE receiver. The ACLR of the interferer is independent of the PMSE signal
power under the test conditions used. This means that any increase of protection
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ratio as a function of PMSE signal level is as a result of a reduction in the PMSE
receiver ACS; i.e., the selectivity of the receiver reduces because of non-linear
effects (overloading) in the PMSE receiver chain. To account for this, protection
ratios were measured for a number of wanted PMSE signal levels.
6.18

Subjective assessment by a panel of listeners was used to generate a sample audio
recording considered to be a ‘4.5’ 15 on the five point scale described above. This
reference recording was then used to tune/calibrate the IAM.

6.19

The ‘reference sensitivity’ of a PMSE system is defined for the purposes of this
document as the wanted signal level in the absence of interference which results in a
score of 4.5 on the subjective audio quality scale. Note that this sensitivity will
typically be much lower (wanted signal level will be much higher) than the level
quoted on manufacturer data sheets. This is because a score of 4.5 implies a much
better audio quality than generally assumed in the data sheets.

6.20

The reference sensitivity of PMSE equipment is important as, by definition, a
protection ratio measurement cannot be taken for wanted signal levels at or below
this reference sensitivity level.

6.21

The lowest wanted PMSE signal level at which protection ratios were measured was
roughly 10 to 15 dB above the reference sensitivity level. Audio degradation may be
caused by a combination of thermal noise and WSD interference. An accurate
characterisation of the effects of WSD interference is obtained when the effects of
thermal noise are relatively insignificant. Measuring protection ratios at 10dB above
the reference sensitivity ensures that the effects of WSD interference dominate those
of thermal noise.

RF test setup for protection ratio measurements
6.22

The high level set up for the conductive (non-radiating) measurements is shown in
Figure 27. Conductive measurements are preferred to radiating tests where possible
since they give repeatable and stable results and minimise uncertainty of RF levels
throughout the measurement system. Conductive measurements are only possible
when the radio microphone transmitter has an antenna connector.

15

This was a mean score based on a panel of subjective listeners. Individual scores varied
considerably within the population.
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Audio tone +
interference

WSD
signal

DC
block
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(radio
microphone
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+ interference
log file
Audio
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Coupler

Radio
microphone
transmitter

Spectrum
analyser

Audio
(tone or piano SQAM)

Figure 27: Conductive protection ratio measurements for radio microphones
6.23

A 3 dB 4-port coupler is used to combine the PMSE signal and the WSD interferer.
The levels of each signal can be controlled independently using variable attenuators.
A spectrum analyser is connected to an output port so that the signals incident on the
DUT can be measured.

6.24

The audio analyser generates the test audio signal. For IAM measurement purposes
the audio signal is a constant tone. For subjective listening purposes under the same
conditions, the audio signal chosen is SQAM FLAC file 39 16 (piano) converted to a
44,100 Hz 32-bit float .wav file using Audacity. This file is called the reference source
material.

6.25

Analogue PMSE equipment is generally based on 200 kHz FM channels. To adapt
FM modulation for PMSE use, the transmit chain makes use of ‘companding’ and
‘emphasis’. The detailed specifications of the compander and the frequency
response of the emphasis function are vendor and equipment specific. We have
therefore used a ‘matched pair’ of transmitter and receiver for the purpose of
measurements.

6.26

The compander is composed of a dynamic range ‘compressor’ on the transmit side of
the PMSE radio link and an ‘expander’ on the receive side. In the presence of WSD
interference this means that more background noise is present during louder
passages. If these passages do not contain significant high frequency elements the
WSD interferer results in audible background ‘hiss’.

6.27

‘Pre-emphasis’ and ‘de-emphasis’ involves boosting high frequency components of
the audio signal before transmission and reducing them on reception, in order to
improve the overall audio signal to noise ratio of the link. To be representative,
testing for a reduction in audio quality due to WSD interference must be taken in the
presence of these frequency dependent elements in the chain.

6.28

Finally, note that wireless radio microphone transmitters and IEMs do not always
have antenna connectors. Where antenna connectors are not available, radiated
measurements are required as shown in Figure 28. Such measurements were

16

Sound Quality Assessment Material recordings for subjective tests, EBU – TECH 3253, Geneva
2008.
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performed in a screened box with an antenna coupler, or in a screened room with a
small spacing between radio microphone transmitter and receiver antennas to
minimise the coupling loss.
Audio tone +
interference

WSD
signal

UUT
(radio
microphone
receiver)

DC
block

Audio recording
+ interference
log file
Audio
analyser

Coupler
Screened box

Antenna or
coupling plate

Radio
microphone
transmitter

Spectrum
analyser

Audio
(tone or piano SQAM)

Figure 28: Radiated protection ratio measurements for radio microphones.

Audio test setup for protection ratio tests
6.29

Here we present additional detail on the ‘Audio Analyser’ shown in Figure 27 and,
Figure 28. The audio configurations for radio microphone transmitter and IEM tests
are similar, and are shown in Figure 29.

6.30

In the case of conductive tests (Figure 27), the XLR audio connectors can usually be
connected directly to the device under test.

6.31

In the case of radio microphone transmitter tests (Figure 28, Figure 29) the interface
to the radio microphone needs to be compatible. A variety of different interfaces were
used, and a specific test cable was needed for each one.

USB
Analysis
engine
Headphones x2
(independent
volume control)

Audio +
interference

Audio (tone or
piano)

Instrumented audio metric

RF test configuration

Figure 29: Typical audio test configuration (radio microphone and in ear monitor).
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6.32

In the case of IEMs which can operate in stereo, only one audio channel was tested.
The left channel was tested when the IEM was used in stereo mode. RF sensitivity is
significantly lower in stereo and at lower RF signal levels a significant amount of hiss
can be heard in the audio channel. Tests on stereo mode were therefore only
possible at higher RF signal levels.

6.33

The following equipment is required to complete a protection ratio test in addition to
the PMSE radio microphone under test and the WSD interferer:
•

A high quality USB audio interface supporting the ASIO interface driver protocol.
The description that follows includes specific instructions for the specific audio
interface that was used 17.

•

A PC running the IAM software, and also loaded with drivers/control software for
the USB audio interface. The IAM executable is available as a separate
attachment to this report.

•

One Radial SB-2 DI box.

•

At least one pair of professional quality headphones.

•

Assorted cables as required.

Using the IAM
6.34

Using the USB audio control software the audio output from the analysis engine
software was routed to the PMSE equipment and the analogue output from the
PMSE equipment was routed through the audio interface to the headphone sockets.

6.35

The IAM ‘analysis engine’ software was started and the audio driver was configured
as shown in Figure 30.

17

We used a Focusrite 18i8 USB audio interface.
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Figure 30: IAM driver settings.
6.36

The audio analysis engine software was configured as shown in the attached screen
shot. The tone generator was set to a frequency of 398.4 Hz and a level of -20 dBFS.
The ‘FFT time average’ parameter was set to 64, the ‘FFT Freq average’ was set to
32, ‘FStart’ was set to 2000, ‘FStop’ was set to 19000 and ‘Margin’ was set to 10 18.

Figure 31: IAM settings.
6.37

The tone generator was then switched on by pressing the tone button within the tone
generator window of the audio analysis software.

6.38

The audio output level on the interface was adjusted so that the level received at the
PMSE receiver was -20 dBFS as indicated on the PMSE equipment. The type and
accuracy of the audio deviation display on PMSE equipment varies considerably and

18

These settings are described in more detail in Annex 1.
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any suitable alternative arrangement such as observing deviation on a spectrum
analyser may be used if the display on the equipment itself is not suitable.
6.39

The gain adjustment at the input of the audio interface was used to ensure that the
audio level received back at the analysis engine after passing through the PMSE
transmit and receive chain was -20 dBFS.

6.40

It was confirmed that the tone could be heard in the headphones and that if the tone
generator was turned off or the radio microphone transmitter was muted or turned off
that the tone was interrupted. This cross check was used to confirm that the tone was
being delivered through the radio microphone transmitter and not directly from the
audio interface through its built-in mixer.

6.41

Tests were conducted using the tone to give an IAM measure of audio quality
reduction. For a majority of measurements the reference piano material was then
played through the system for a period of approximately 2 minutes to obtain audio
recordings representing the interference conditions. These audio recordings are
suitable for subsequent subjective listening.

6.42

Tone tests were done with the output level set to -20 dBFS. It is important that any
audio recordings taken match the audio level of the reference recording. In order to
achieve this with the reference SQAM .wav file supplied, during piano recording the
output level was set to - 17 dBFS using the level control in the tone generator
window 19.

WSD interferer configuration for protection ratio tests
6.43

The actual protection ratio measured is a combination of effects of ACLR of the WSD
and ACS of the PMSE equipment. WSDs are characterised for their ACLR, and a
number have been characterised in separate measurement campaigns and
presented in Annex 5. The purpose of protection ratio measurements is to
understand the impact of ACS in more detail.

6.44

These tests therefore call for a WSD interferer with very high ACLR so that the effect
of ACLR is not dominant.

6.45

Results of subjective listening for reductions in PMSE audio quality against a small
number of different WSD interferers have indicated that the fine structure of the WSD
signal modulation and bandwidth is less important than its duty cycle. We have also
observed that the greatest impact on audio quality is observed at high duty cycles.
We have therefore used an AWGN (additive white Gaussian noise) signal from a
signal generator (with a duty cycle of 100%) as a proxy for the WSD signal.

6.46

Higher ACLR can be achieved by band-pass filtering the AWGN signal, as shown in
Figure 32. Measurements indicated that the bandwidth of the AWGN signal was not
that important in determining protection ratio results, and this was therefore chosen
so that the power of the signal generator was contained within the 8 MHz wanted
channel. The filter was offset to suppress adjacent channel leakage from the signal
generator. The net reduction in leakage achieved is not a constant across an 8 MHz

19

The orange knob in the IAM software shown in Figure 31.
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channel. Table 9 shows the measured values of ACLR for different values of channel
offset ∆f 20.
6.47

The filtering configuration ensures that the limited filter rejection on the first adjacent
channel is not the dominant factor in defining the protection ratios. However, for
PMSE receivers with particularly good ACS it is possible that residual WSD signal
leakage in the first adjacent channel may still influence the results. The results in
Table 9 correspond to an AWGN signal with a -3 dB bandwidth of ~6 MHz. This
signal was used for the protection ratio measurements.
Centrecentre
offset (MHz)

dB

dB

Composite Signal

Band Pass Filter

Frequency
Signal generator
(AWGN)

Figure 32: Band-limited AWGN as a proxy for a WSD signal with high ACLR.
Table 9: ACLR for WSD interferer in protection ratio tests
Channel offset
(∆f)

Test centrecentre offset
(MHz)

Power in 200kHz
relative to full
power of interferer
in 8MHz (dB)

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
10
15
22

0
4.1
12.1
20.1
28.1
36.1
44.1
52.1
76.1
116.1
172.1

-14.4
-77.8
-96
-108
-118
-125
-132
-135
-140
-145
-150

20

ACLR is measured indirectly for channel offset > 1 by characterising the signal generator and the
filter separately.
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6.48

The power of the WSD interferer, net of cable, connector and filter losses was
recorded on the spectrum analyser for a given attenuator setting.

Protection ratio test procedure
Establish reference sensitivity
6.49

The reference sensitivity was first established in the absence of WSD interference.
To do this the piano music SQAM file was played at the -20dBFS whilst the level of
the wanted PMSE RF signal was reduced until background ‘hiss’ appeared. The
wanted RF level was further reduced until this hiss was subjectively at the same level
as in the reference recording; i.e. corresponding to a score of 4.5 on the subjective
audio quality scale. When this point had been established a full 2-minute sample was
recorded using the reference source material.

6.50

The audio recordings obtained were then analysed using the spectrogram facility with
Audacity, and the results compared with the reference recording. If the amount of
‘blue’ in the upper parts of the audio spectrum was similar to that of the reference
recording, then it was considered that the reference sensitivity had been established.
Figure 33 shows an example of tests on a PMSE receiver with a reference sensitivity
of -75 dBm.

Subjective ‘4.5’
reference

Wanted Level:
-60dBm

Wanted Level:
-70dBm

Wanted Level:
-75dBm

Wanted Level:
-80dBm
Wanted Level:
-90dBm

Figure 33: Example determination of reference sensitivity as -75 dBm.

Determine minimum wanted signal level for protection ratio tests
6.51

The minimum wanted signal for the protection ratio tests is roughly 10 to 15 dB
above the value implied by the reference sensitivity. If this figure was near -60 dBm
then -60 dBm was chosen as a test level so that tests on a range of PMSE
equipment would be measured at the same wanted level. If not, an appropriate round
number in dBm was chosen and recorded.
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Measure protection ratio as a function of channel offset
6.52

The protection ratio was then measured at each channel offset (∆F=0, 1, 2, 3....)
using the procedure described in the following paragraphs.

6.53

In the absence of any WSD transmission, and at the wanted signal level determined
previously (reference sensitivity + 10 to15 dB), ‘Avg trace to Ref’ and then ‘Plot
Relative to Ref’ buttons on the analysis engine were clicked. The light blue average
noise line should then appear flat and roughly constant, as shown in Figure 31.

6.54

The level of the WSD interference was then increased until an ‘Avg Delta’ of 10 was
reported in the analyser window of the analysis engine software. The reading will not
be completely constant, but neither should it be hugely variable. If the dark blue trace
on the IAM display shows any ‘cyclical’ behaviour that is not noise like, then there
may be a residual EMC issue. This measurement is particularly sensitive to such
issues, and it was found by experiment that some spectrum analysers were not
suitable as their internal sweep circuitry produced EMC interference. When such an
issue was observed, it was investigated and rectified before measurement results
were recorded.

6.55

At each measurement point, a 2-minute recording of interference was taken. This
involves activating a log file and playing the reference source material through the
system. The 2-minute recordings were checked both subjectively and also using
Audacity to confirm that they continued to correspond roughly with a score of 4.5 on
the subjective audio quality scale. It was generally observed that the correspondence
was reasonable, but not exact.

6.56

Protection ratio measurements were repeated for increased wanted signal levels in
10 dB steps up to a maximum wanted level of -40 dBm. -40 dBm is a high wanted
signal level which is rarely exceeded under normal operating conditions.

Choice of PMSE equipment for protection ratio tests
6.57

PMSE equipment was chosen through stakeholder engagement and supplied by
vendors. The results have been anonymised for presentation in this report.
Equipment from a number of price points within the vendors’ product ranges was
tested. All equipment supplied was analogue PMSE equipment. Although digital radio
microphone transmitters and IEMs are available, use of analogue equipment is much
more common.

6.58

Compared to digital equipment, analogue equipment suffers from more graceful
quality reduction at lower levels of interference. Protection ratios derived from
measurements on analogue equipment are therefore expected to provide more than
adequate protection for digital equipment.

Protection ratio results – radio microphones
6.59

The following Figure 34 to Figure 45 show the protection ratio results for a range of
radio microphones tested as a function of channel offset (∆F). For each microphone
two figures are shown. The first shows the protection ratios whilst the second
presents the same result but in terms of the interfering signal levels tolerated for a
score of 4.5 on the subjective audio quality scale. In each figure there are a number
of curves showing the results for varying wanted PMSE signal levels.
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Figure 34: Protection ratios for MIC1.
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Figure 35: Maximum tolerable WSD signal levels for MIC1.
6.60

The protection ratio results for MIC1 are best understood as a ‘blocking’ level of −10
dBm within the tuning range. Results for this radio microphone transmitter were not
taken outside the tuning range.
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Figure 36: Protection ratios for MIC2.
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Figure 37: Maximum tolerable WSD signal levels for MIC2.
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Figure 38: Protection ratios for MIC3.
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Figure 39: Maximum tolerable WSD signal levels for MIC3.
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Figure 40: Protection ratios for MIC4.
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Figure 41: Maximum tolerable WSD signal levels for MIC4.
6.61

The result for MIC4 shows a small reduction in protection ratios as ∆F is increased
from 3 to 4. This is related to the tuning range of the radio microphone transmitter
which is delivered in two selectable bands.
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Figure 42: Protection ratios for MIC5.
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Figure 43: Maximum tolerable WSD signal levels for MIC5.
6.62

The result for MIC5 shows greater protection ratios above ∆F = 5. The results for ∆F
= 6 and ∆F = 7 are outside the tuning range of the radio microphone transmitter.
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Figure 44: Protection ratios for MIC6.
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Figure 45: Maximum tolerable WSD signal levels for MIC6.
6.63

Figure 46 and Figure 47 show the result obtained by taking the protection ratios for
all radio microphone transmitters and plotting the worst case protection ratio at each
channel offset.
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Figure 46: Protection ratios for worst case MIC.
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Figure 47: Maximum tolerable WSD signal levels for worst case MIC.
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Observations on radio microphone protection ratio tests
6.64

The protection ratios of certain microphones could not be measured at -20dBFS,
because the audio quality in the absence of WSD interference was less than the
reference level irrespective of PMSE RF signal level. This situation was only
observed with microphones at lower price points.

6.65

For these microphones input deviation of up to -10dBFS was required. The set of
protection ratio results presented are therefore not taken under identical audio
conditions.

6.66

Some microphone receivers exhibited greater amounts of ‘stray’ reception. This was
observed for example if the PMSE radio link was maintained irrespective of the
attenuation applied on the conductive path between PMSE transmitter and receiver.
In these cases, as well as all cases where the measurement was not fully conductive,
the PMSE transmitter and receiver were always shielded and separated.

6.67

Reference sensitivity of radio microphone transmitters varied over a range of 13 dB,
with more expensive equipment generally outperforming lower priced equipment. The
sensitivity levels quoted in Table 9 are generally lower (i.e. wanted signal level is
higher) than the values quoted on manufacturer data sheets, because the former
correspond to an operating point at which the audio quality is better.

Table 10: Reference sensitivity results for microphones tested.
MIC
MIC1
MIC2
MIC3
MIC4
MIC5
MIC6

Reference
sensitivity
(dBm/200kHz)
-75
-88
-85
-80
-75
-85

6.68

Careful listening to the audio files recorded at each measurement point indicates that
for each device the audio quality of recordings at each ∆F and each wanted signal
level are consistently similar, though perhaps not absolutely identical. Recordings
between devices show a small amount of additional variation. At least part of this
additional variation is due to the fact that no attempt was made to compensate for
differing audio bandwidths and response between devices. Additional variation is
also caused by the operation of compander and emphasis circuitry whose details
differ from device to device.

6.69

All radio microphone receivers show an increase in protection ratio (i.e. they show
greater susceptibility to interference) as the wanted PMSE signal increases. The
degree to which this effect occurs varies between radio microphone receivers. A
protection ratio is therefore only defined in relation to a given wanted signal level.
Taking all radio microphone receivers into consideration as in Figure 47, the worst
case performance at larger offsets is determined by the propensity of some of the
radio microphone transmitters to ‘block’ at a received level of roughly -10 dBm.

6.70

All radio microphones support diversity reception, although not all have two
independent receiver chains. Reference sensitivity measurements on each
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microphone were taken using a single receiver branch under static conditions, with
the other receive branch terminated in a load. Reference sensitivity measurements
taken in the laboratory will not therefore indicate the reference sensitivity of each
device in a fading environment with both diversity branches active. Microphones
show varying degrees of isolation between diversity branches in the laboratory, and
in addition the variation in diversity processing algorithms will mean that a
microphone performing better under static conditions may perform less well under
fading conditions.

Protection ratio results – in ear monitors
6.71

The following Figure 48 to Figure 51 show the protection ratio results for an IEM
tested as a function of channel offset (∆F). The IEM can be used in both mono and
stereo mode. For each mode two graphs are shown. The first shows the protection
ratio whilst the second presents the same result but in terms of the interfering signal
levels tolerated for a score of 4.5 on the subjective audio quality scale. In each figure
the curves show results for varying wanted PMSE signal levels.

6.72

The IEM transmitter tested has two audio inputs “L/Mono” and “R”, and two modes,
“Mono” and “Stereo”. The IEM receiver has 2 modes, “Stereo” and “Focus”. In stereo
mode a stereo signal is presented to the earpiece if the IEM transmitter transmits in
stereo, and mono signal is presented if the IEM transmitter transmits in mono. The
IEM determines whether the transmitter is in stereo mode by demodulating a pilot
tone. In Focus mode a mono signal is constructed from 2 stereo channels with the
balance control on the IEM used to select the mix (which allows the IEM user to
select more of ‘me’ or more of the ‘band’ rather than have that solely controlled at the
mixing desk).

6.73

The IAM is a single audio channel test setup, monitoring one return channel. For the
mono results presented in Figure 50 and Figure 51 an audio signal was sent to the
L/Mono input of the IEM transmitter and the L audio output of the IEM was monitored.
In stereo testing a duplicate audio signal was also sent to the R input of the IEM
transmitter and the L audio output of the IEM was monitored.

6.74

The output of the IAM was listened to as the IEM was switched between stereo and
mono and as the wanted signal was varied. Subjectively it was easy to discriminate
between mono and stereo modes as the audible hiss increased noticeably in stereo
mode with the difference being increasingly marked at lower radio signal levels.

6.75

In stereo mode the measured co-channel protection ratio was 40 dB and is not
plotted in Figure 48 whose axes have been chosen to be consistent with the other
figures.
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Figure 48: Protection ratios for IEM1 in stereo mode.
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Figure 49: Maximum tolerable WSD signal levels for IEM1 in stereo mode.
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Figure 50: Protection ratios for IEM1 in mono mode.
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Figure 51 Maximum tolerable WSD signal levels for IEM1 in mono mode.
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Observations on In Ear Monitor Protection Ratio Tests
6.76

In stereo mode the IEM was only measured with high wanted signal levels. This is
because in stereo mode the wanted signal level implied by the reference sensitivity
for the IEM is 30 dB higher than in mono mode. Although the IEM can be used in
stereo mode at much lower wanted signal levels, the hiss is such that the audio
quality is below the reference level defined for protection ratio tests (score of 4.5 on
the subjective audio quality scale). As a result a protection ratio cannot be measured
with this method at lower wanted signal levels.

Table 11: Reference sensitivity results for IEMs tested
IEM1
mode
Stereo
Mono

Reference
sensitivity
(dBm)
-45
-75

6.77

The measured co-channel protection ratio for the IEM in stereo mode is 21 dB higher
than for the same IEM in mono mode (40 dB compared to 19 dB).

6.78

The measured adjacent channel protection ratios for the IEM in stereo and mono
modes are similar.

Protection ratio results – studio transmitter links
6.79

Studio transmitter links (STLs) are FM links licensed for use on two frequencies in
channel 38 only. They are relatively high power devices, typically providing 10-12 W,
and this high power coupled with high gain antennas (typically 10 dBi or greater)
allows a radio link to be operated over several miles. As they are deployed with
directional antennas, STLs are less sensitive to interference originating away from
the axis of the link.

6.80

In normal use a STL takes an MPX (audio MultiPleX) input, which is an analogue
signal incorporating a stereo FM signal as well as an RDS subcarrier. The MPX
signal is supplied by an FM processor which also incorporates limiting circuitry to
make sure that the peak FM deviation is not exceeded on the STL.

MPX input
(BNC)

STL
transmitter

STL
receiver

Studio transmitter link
Audio input

FM
processor

RDS

FM
transmitter

Figure 52: Studio transmitter link.
6.81

In analogue audio mode an analogue audio signal is used to modulate the link. In
analogue audio mode the frequency response of the STL tested has a sharp cut-off
at 15 kHz and so no audio quality reduction above 15 kHz is observed. Unlike the
radio microphone receivers and IEMs tested, there is no hard limiting of peak
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deviation, no compander and no emphasis. The link was tested using a deviation of
+/-75 kHz to correspond to the peak deviation used in MPX mode under normal use.
6.82

Higher co-channel protection ratios (that is, more susceptibility to interference) are
expected when the STL is used to send MPX signals than when it is used for
analogue audio. Users report that the link is reliable for MPX transmission when a
signal of around -60 dBm at the antenna input to the STL receiver is obtained. The
reference sensitivity measured in the laboratory in analogue audio mode was −85
dBm for a peak deviation on +/-75 kHz.
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Figure 53: Protection ratios for STL in analogue audio mode.
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Figure 54: Maximum tolerable WSD signal levels for STL in analogue audio mode.

Observations on Studio Transmitter Link Protection Ratio Tests
6.83

Compared to radio microphone transmitters and IEMs the STL is more resistant to
interferers at larger frequency offsets.

Measurements of PMSE transmitter intermodulation
6.84

This section describes the laboratory tests undertaken for radio microphone
transmitter reverse intermodulation. These tests were performed on the same radio
microphone transmitters used for protection ratio tests.

6.85

Transmitter intermodulation occurs within a radio microphone transmitter when a
strong radio signal from another transmitter is received at the radio microphone
transmitter. Any non-linearity in the output stage of the radio microphone transmitter
can cause the re-radiation of unwanted signals at intermodulation frequencies. The
purpose of the transmit intermodulation tests is to determine the levels at which the
unwanted re-radiation occurs.

6.86

If the strong radio signal from the other transmitter is a WSD, the unwanted signals
themselves have a bandwidth close to that of the WSD.

6.87

It has been observed during controlled tests in theatre venues that under some
extreme geometries 21 the impact of WSD interference on radio microphone receivers
varies only gradually as the frequency of the WSD is varied relative to the radio
microphone transmitter. Tests under these conditions in venues have shown the
impact of WSD interference for channel separations ∆F=1 and ∆F=11 are very
similar.

21

Where all 30 to 40 radio microphone transmitters are confined to a 20 cm by 30 cm area on the
stage.
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6.88

Protection ratios measured in the laboratory are significantly lower (i.e. receivers are
less susceptible to interference) for ∆F=11 than for ∆F=1 for all PMSE equipment
measured. The controlled tests at venues have therefore demonstrated that a coexistence model based on ACLR and ACS alone is insufficient to explain the impacts
of WSD emissions on radio microphones under certain extreme geometries. Transmit
intermodulation as a mechanism can operate across the whole tuning range of a
radio microphone transmitter, and is therefore one potential mechanism that can
explain the results observed in venues.

6.89

The size of transmitter intermodulation product is maximised when the signal from
the other transmitter is received at a large level at the radio microphone transmitter.
This in turn means that the separation between the WSD and the radio microphone
transmitter is small.

6.90

We measured the transmitter intermodulation performance in the form of radiated
tests. The test geometry is shown in Figure 55. A PMSE transmitter was held in a
non-conducting clamp 1-2 m from the WSD transmit antenna. All three antennas
shown in Figure 55 used vertical polarisation.

Anechoic Chamber

PMSE
Radio Microphone

Received
WSD power,
Px dBm

Spectrum
Analyser
WSD Transmitter
or
CW signal
(transmits variable power)

Figure 55: Transmitter intermodulation test geometry.
6.91

The tests were conducted in an anechoic chamber so that the EIRP of the
intermodulation product and the signal strength of the WSD at the radio microphone
transmitter could be determined without multiple reflections affecting the result.

6.92

To simplify measurements the “WSD” transmitter was simulated by an additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) signal from a signal generator. Within the bandwidth of the
AWGN signal the energy / Hz of the simulated WSD interferer was constant. An
example test using the geometry of Figure 55 (but not conducted in an anechoic
chamber) is shown in Figure 56. The radio microphone transmitter signal, AWGN
transmission and third order transmit intermodulation product can be clearly seen on
the spectrum analyser.
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Spectrum
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Tx IM3
PMSE Signal

PMSE Device
WSD Interferer

Figure 56: Transmitter intermodulation example test set up.
6.93

During tests, each radio microphone transmitter was tuned close to the centre of its
tuning range. An individual test comprised of illuminating the radio microphone
transmitter with the AWGN transmission and recording the received intermodulation
power over 200 kHz along the ‘flat top’ part of the intermodulation product.

6.94

The requirement to measure small transmit intermodulation products in the presence
of large WSD and radio microphone transmitter signals requires that care be taken in
the measurements and that a spectrum analyser with a large dynamic range is used.

6.95

At a point near to where the (wideband) intermodulation product produced with the
AWGN interferer disappears into the noise floor of the spectrum analyser, the AWGN
interferer was replaced with a single continuous wave (CW) tone at the centre
frequency of the AWGN signal. Measured intermodulation product results were then
recorded down to the point where the (narrowband) intermodulation product
disappeared into the spectrum analyser noise floor. The noise floor of the spectrum
analyser relative to the intermodulation product can be reduced by reducing the
detector bandwidth as the intermodulation product is itself a narrowband signal when
the AWGN interferer is replaced with a CW signal.

6.96

For each interferer transmit power, the received signal at the wireless microphone
was derived and recorded.

6.97

In order to understand whether there was a dependence on frequency separation
between interferer and radio microphone transmitter, the tests were repeated with a
frequency separation between the centre frequency of the WSD transmission and the
wireless microphone of 1 MHz (CW only), 5 MHz and 12 MHz.

6.98

In order to determine whether there was a dependence on rotation within the vertical
axis, spot measurements were repeated with the radio microphone transmitter
rotated to different angles on the vertical axis.
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6.99

If the radio microphone transmitter had different transmit modes, the tests were
repeated for each mode. Where wireless microphones have low, medium and high
power modes, intermodulation products are generally largest when the transmitter is
on its highest power mode.

6.100 Tests on some radio microphone transmitters were repeated with two transmitters in
the clamp. For these tests the transmitters were set to transmit on frequencies 1 MHz
apart, +/-500 kHz from the centre frequency chosen for the single transmitter test.
For these tests each transmitter was in the same mode.

Transmitter intermodulation results – radio microphones
6.101 Measured intermodulation product results are plotted for each radio microphone
transmitter in Figure 57 to Figure 61. In these curves the x-axis, labelled ‘Px [dBm]’,
is the total power of the interferer as received at the radio microphone transmitter in
dBm. The y-axis, labelled ‘IM3 EIRP [dBm]’ is the total power of the transmitter
intermodulation product as transmitted by the radio microphone transmitter. The
powers are the full power of the signals whether the interferer is AWGN or CW. All of
the power of each signal is contained within 8 MHz, so the axes also show the power
of the intermodulation product in 8 MHz. When the interferer is a CW signal, the
power of each signal is also contained within 200 kHz. A number of curves are
shown for each radio microphone, and in each the centre-centre frequency spacing
between the interferer and the radio microphone signal is noted.
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Figure 57: Transmitter intermodulation performance for MIC1.
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Figure 58: Transmitter intermodulation performance for MIC2.
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Figure 59: Transmitter intermodulation performance for MIC4.
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Figure 60: Transmitter intermodulation performance for MIC5.
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Figure 61: Transmitter intermodulation performance for MIC6.

Observations on radio microphone transmit intermodulation tests
6.102 The absolute level of transmit intermodulation product shown in Figure 57 to Figure
61 varies considerably between the radio microphone transmitters. There is also a
substantial variation in the result for some radio microphone transmitters when the
operation mode is changed.
6.103 The power of the transmit intermodulation product is not strongly dependent on
frequency separation between WSD and radio microphone transmitter signals, at
least for separations up to 12 MHz which is the maximum separation tested. As a
result the level of the intermodulation product does not depend on whether the
interfering signal is AWGN or CW, as is shown in Figure 57. In all cases the
frequency separations were chosen to ensure that the WSD interferer signal was in
the tuning range of the radio microphone transmitter, since it is expected that the size
of the intermodulation product would reduce if the WSD interferer was well outside
the tuning range of the radio microphone transmitter.
6.104 Despite the large variation in the absolute level of transmit intermodulation product,
the size of the product is a straight line with a 1 dB/dB slope when plotted against Px.
The transmit intermodulation power, PIM3 can therefore be approximated by the
formula
𝑃𝑃𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼3 = 𝑃𝑃𝑥𝑥 + 𝐶𝐶,

where the maximum and minimum values of C are given in Table 12.
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Table 12: Summary of transmitter intermodulation test results.
Device ID C Max C Min Spread (dB)
MIC1
-13
-30
17
MIC2
-29
-37
8
MIC4
-17
-25
8
MIC5
-20
-22
2
MIC6
-30
-32
2
6.105 Table 12 shows that there is a variation of about 25dB between the largest and
smallest value of ‘C’. This translates directly to a variation of 25 dB in the size of the
intermodulation product from the range of microphones tested when subject to the
same interference conditions. MIC1 showed the largest variation in response, as
when it was in its high power mode it generated approximately 18dB higher
intermodulation products than when it was in its medium power mode.
6.106 In addition to the variation in results between the modes of a single radio microphone
and between radio microphones, an additional variability of typically 5 dB in PIM3 was
observed when a radio microphone transmitter was rotated about its vertical axis.
Figure 62 shows this variation.

WSD

PMSE Radio
Microphone

PMSE transmit 3rd
order transmit
intermodulation product

5dB (typ) variation
due to rotation

Figure 62: Effect of rotation around vertical axis
6.107 Figure 63 shows the effect observed when two radio microphone transmitters were
held close together in the clamp. The radio microphone transmitters themselves
produce intermodulation products, and in addition the WSD – PMSE intermodulation
products from each are offset and add together in the overlap region producing an
aggregate WSD-PMSE intermodulation product whose maximum value is ~3 dB
greater than the individual products.
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2nd PMSE Radio
Microphone (black)
PMSE – PMSE 3rd
order product
PMSE – PMSE 5th
order product
WSD – PMSE 3rd
order product

Figure 63: Effect of multiple transmitters.
6.108 It becomes increasingly difficult to measure the effect with larger numbers of radio
microphone transmitters as the number of PMSE–PMSE intermodulation products
observed increases rapidly, and the dynamic range requirements for the spectrum
analyser are also increased.
6.109 Within a PMSE system, the aggregate level of WSD-PMSE intermodulation products
will be highest when the number of radio microphone transmitters operating in a radio
channel is greatest.
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Annex 1

1 Technical description of the IAM
Introduction
A1.1

The Instrumented Audio Metric (IAM) is an application developed to provide an
objective measure of audio quality reduction in such a way that the chosen metric
(AvgDelta) tracks well with subjective quality scores across a wide range of
scenarios where analogue PMSE channels are subject to WSD interferers.

A1.2

The IAM is run on a Windows PC (XP SP2 or later) connected to a professionalquality audio interface, such that the dynamic range and distortion performance of
the system as a whole when connected back-to-back (a null channel) is significantly
higher than any of the channels under test, and thus unlikely to be a significant
contributor to quality reduction in the results obtained.

A1.3

The IAM executable is provided ‘as is’ without any warranty, principally to enable
stakeholders to more easily conduct verification tests should they desire to do so.
The explanation of the IAM given in this section should also be sufficient to allow an
alternative implementation to be constructed if desired. The IAM executable can be
obtained on request to TV.WhiteSpaces@ofcom.org.uk.

A1.4

The software consists of:
•

AnalysisEngine.exe, a custom application written in VB.net 2010. This is
application provides the interface, and all other references to the IAM refer to this
application.

•

Microsoft .net Framework 4.0, a framework class library for running this
application.

•

KnobControl.dll, a public-domain library providing user interface elements for the
application 22.

•

NAudio.dll, a Microsoft Public Licence library providing a range of audio-related
functionality. In this case it was used purely as a managed wrapper for the
ASIO 23 driver to the audio interface 24.

Audio quality reduction in PMSE equipment
A1.5

Following consultation with stakeholders within the PMSE community, initial studies
of analogue PMSE audio quality reduction used ‘signal to noise and distortion’

22

http://www.codeproject.com/Articles/2563/VB-NET-Knob-Control-using-Windows-Forms-and-GDI
Audio Stream Input/Output (ASIO) is a computer audio interface driver protocol for digital audio
providing a low-level, low-latency interface between a software application and a computer's audio
interface. The IAM should be operable with any audio interface that supports the ASIO standard.
24
http://naudio.codeplex.com/
23
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(SINAD) as a metric for audio quality, following the guidelines given in ETSI
specifications 25.
A1.6

It was discovered that analogue PMSE channels produce a significant quantity of
low-order harmonic which, although not subjectively annoying, made the SINAD
figure insensitive to rises in noise in the audio channel caused by WSD
interference.

A1.7

It was also observed that the quality reduction of an analogue PMSE channel in the
presence of a constant or pulsed AWGN-like interferer was most strongly
characterised by a rise in the noise floor above 2kHz.

A1.8

The net result of these effects was a set of protection ratio measurements where
the ‘protected’ audio quality was unacceptably poor when the protection criterion
was judged by SINAD.

A1.9

It was also noted, that due to the presence of companding and emphasis, the
behaviour of an analogue PMSE channel is strongly programme-material
dependent.

A1.10

As a result of these observations and for the purposes of TVWS coexistence with
PMSE equipment we decided to use the specific methods described in this annex.

IAM General Description
A1.11

The IAM Application produces a tone at the output of the audio interface. This tone
is then fed in to the radio microphone transmitter under test, and the output of the
radio microphone receiver is fed back into the audio interface’s input for analysis.

25

Section 12.3.2.1 of
http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_ts/102100_102199/10219201/01.01.01_60/ts_10219201v010101p.pdf
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USB
Analysis
engine
Headphones x2
(independent
volume control)

Audio +
interference

Audio (tone or
piano)

Instrumented audio metric

RF test configuration

Figure 64: IAM Configuration for PMSE Tests 26
A1.12

A1.13

The analysis of the return audio proceeds in the following steps:
•

4096 samples are read from the incoming audio stream.

•

A Fourier Transform is performed on these samples; the phase values of the
resulting vectors are discarded, and the amplitudes are converted into decibel
values relative to the digital full scale (±1 in this case).

•

This trace is displayed live, alongside a time and frequency-averaged trace,
where averaging window values are selectable by the user.

•

In the absence of an interferer, the user clicks “Avg Trace to Ref”, and a
reference trace is set using time-averaged (but not frequency-averaged)
frequency values.

•

From this point, the trace display can be toggled between the absolute live trace,
and the live trace relative to the reference trace.

•

Given a region of interest defined by start and stop frequencies (FStart and
FStop, which are 2kHz and 19kHz by default), the software then derives the
average value of the relative trace points that lie in this frequency range. This
value is presented (live) as AvgDelta, the metric used in this study.
The frequency and amplitude of the test tone can be selected by the user; however
the frequency is rounded to the nearest value at which the test tone would present a

26

The audio interface used was a Focusrite Scarlett 18i8, http://uk.focusrite.com/usb-audiointerfaces/scarlett-18i8
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whole number of wavelengths to the sample buffers that are then analysed. This is
to avoid spectral leakage which could desensitise the analysis.
A1.14

For all measurements, a low frequency tone was used (around 400Hz), which
means that under normal circumstances there should be little audio energy between
FStart and FStop.

A1.15

Digital audio data is fed to and received from the audio interface as 32-bit singleprecision floating-point numbers. As the significance of a 32-bit float is 24-bit, this
implies that there is no data loss in the conversion between the 24-bit fixed-point
data used by the DACs and ADCs in the audio interface. All further calculations are
done at a precision of at least 32 bits.

A1.16

There is a routine in the audio analysis to discard packets where a discontinuity in
the data due to buffer under-run is detected; other than this, the analysis is
continuous, and no data is discarded.

A1.17

The IAM has a logging function, where the analysed audio is streamed to a 32-bit
float mono .wav file, and the outputs of the analysis function are time-stamped and
streamed to a .csv file.

Protection Ratio Measurements using the IAM
A1.18

It has been observed that the AvgDelta metric tracks relatively well with subjective
listening results where the tone is replaced with programme material if the
interference present is co-channel or is dominated by ACS/ACLR effects. AvgDelta
tracks less well when the interference mechanism is dominated by blocking or
intermodulation effects.

A1.19

Protection ratio measurements have been taken using AvgDelta = 10. This value
was chosen following subjective listening tests described in Annex 2. In order to
allow subsequent subjective analysis, recordings of programme material have been
taken over 2-minute periods for the same radio conditions.

A1.20

Although AvgDelta tracks relatively well with subjective listening results, subjective
listening to the recordings coupled with the use of audio analysis has indicated that
there are systematic differences between AvgDelta = 10 and subjective listening
results, especially when comparing results for two different radio microphones.

A1.21

These differences are relatively small and have been traced to a number of effects
including companding, emphasis and low pass filtering within PMSE equipment.
Protection ratios measured using the IAM, whilst significantly more representative of
realistic operating conditions than those measurements based on SINAD, are
therefore not a guarantee of a specific level of audio quality.

A1.22

The IAM works best in static conditions or where the presence of WSD interference
causes continuous quality reduction of the audio channel. These conditions are
satisfied for laboratory measurements under static channel conditions, and so the
IAM was used for laboratory based protection ratio measurements.

A1.23

The IAM works less well in dynamic conditions encountered in venue tests where
varying channel conditions mean that the quality reduction of the audio channel is
not constant. Where the quality reduction mechanism is continuous we discovered
empirically that the IAM can nonetheless be used to find an operating point for
which subjective listening can be applied to assess audio quality reduction.
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A1.24

The IAM does not help in assessment of very short audio effects, such as the
discontinuities in the audio channel that may be caused by diversity switching in
some systems which can sometimes be heard as ‘clicks’. Where audio quality
reduction of this nature was encountered, the results presented in this document
are entirely based on subjective listening.
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Annex 2

2 Subjective listening results for PMSE
audio quality
A2.1

Reference sensitivity and interference protection ratio results obtained for PMSE
equipment are based on subjective listening results. This section outlines the
subjective listening exercise on which these results are based.

A2.2

A number of recordings or programme materials were made in the presence of
varying levels of RF interference from WSDs. An additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) noise source was also used as a reference interferer. A reference
recording was also made in the absence of interference. All recordings were made
with one specific ‘mid market’ PMSE radio microphone.

A2.3

Subjects were asked to listen to these recordings using professional audio
equipment, and record the results over a 5 point scale. The scale used was as
follows:
•

5 – The source material is not degraded from the reference.

•

4 – The source material is slightly degraded in a way that does not distract the
listener.

•

3 – The source material contains clear, unacceptable quality reduction.

•

2 – The source material is severely degraded.

•

1 – The source material is unrecognisable.

A2.4

Figure 65 contains spectrograms for a number of recordings of piano music 27. A
spectrogram 28 shows the audio frequency content in the material as a function of
time. The top two spectrograms in Figure 65 are for AWGN interference at a signal
to interferer (S/I) ratio of 20dB (in 200kHz). The recordings are for ‘high’ and ‘low’
receiver RF signal levels respectively. The third spectrogram in Figure 65 is the
reference recording taken from the PMSE receiver when no interference is present.
The next two spectrograms relate to interference from a specific WSD, again at S/I
= 20dB. The bottom two spectrograms in Figure 65 are for the recordings using the
same WSD that were rated subjectively by respondents as 4.5 and 2.0 respectively.

A2.5

WSD interference creates noise in the audio channel. The level of noise at a given
frequency is a function of the level of interference and also other factors such as the
frequency response of the PMSE equipment and the operation of the emphasis and
companding circuitry.

27

The piano music used was recording number 39 from the Sound Quality Assessment Material
(SQAM) recordings for subjective tests, available from https://tech.ebu.ch/publications/sqamcd
28
These spectrograms were produced using Audacity (http://audacity.sourceforge.net/), a free, open
source, cross-platform application for recording and editing sounds.
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Figure 65: Spectrograms of piano music passed through a static PMSE radio channel
subject to WSD interference
A2.6

Subjective results indicated that listeners were much more sensitive to the presence
of WSD interference if the material was piano music than when it was a speech
sample. This is because the speech sample used contains larger amounts of higher
frequency energy, as shown in Figure 66, which tends to mask the interference
caused by the WSD
Speech

Masked by audio
material

Piano
TVWS
Audio
Interference

audible

Figure 66: Speech vs piano for assessing PMSE audio quality reduction
A2.7

As the piano sample provided the most sensitive test of the PMSE audio channel,
protection ratio and reference sensitivity measurements used this piano sample.

A2.8

Different WSD waveforms have different characteristic impacts on the PMSE audio
channel. Figure 67 shows the mean subjective voice score for co-channel
interference generated by two WSDs. The x-axis of Figure 67 is the carrier to
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interference plus noise ratio measured in 200kHz. The power of the interferer is
measured over the active portion of the burst, in accordance with measurement
techniques described in EN 301 598, the European harmonised standard for WSDs.
A2.9

For subjective scores in the range 1 to 4.5 a wide range of individual scores for
each passage were obtained. This is because each listener made up their own
mind how to interpret the subjective descriptions and a random sample of listeners
was chosen with a range of age and experience.

A2.10

The subjective effect of WSD1 depends on whether the WSD is carrying high or low
amounts of data traffic. The effect of WSD2 was not seen to vary with data traffic,
so only the high traffic results are shown in Figure 67. The duty cycle (% of time
active) of WSD1 varies with the amount of data carried, whilst the duty cycle of
WSD2 does not. RF modulation, coding and spectrum occupancy of WSD1 and
WSD2 are quite different.

6

Mean Subjective Voice Score
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3

WSD1 - High Traffic
2

WSD1 - Low Traffic
WSD2 - High Traffic

1

Perceptible degradation,
but not annoying

0
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70

C/(I+N) in 200kHz (dB)

Figure 67: Subjective scoring results – co-channel WSD interference
A2.11

A level of audio quality reduction corresponding to a subjective rating of ‘4.5’ was
chosen to assess the reference sensitivity and protection ratio of PMSE equipment.
This represents, roughly, the highest audio quality for which audio quality reduction
can be reliably characterised using the IAM. No other significance is attached to this
choice of “4.5” as comparative level used in this report.

A2.12

A subjective audio score of 4.5 corresponded to an AvgDelta (defined in Annex 1)
of 10 for the mid-market PMSE equipment used to make the reference recordings.
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A2.13

The reference recording, as well as the recordings subject to increasing levels of
WSD interference are available for reference. Annex 3 lists all of the recordings that
have been made available. The recordings can be obtained on email request to
TV.WhiteSpaces@ofcom.org.uk.
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Annex 3

3 Audio recordings
Introduction
A3.1

During measurements both in the laboratory and in venues a large number of
subjective assessments of audible material were made. A number of these
recordings have been made available.

A3.2

The source of the underlying material for the majority of the recordings is track 39 of
the EBU SQAM CD 29. In respect of some of the live recordings from the outside
broadcast event, Ofcom is grateful to the BBC for agreeing for the recordings to be
made available in this manner.

A3.3

Due to combined size of the recordings (more than 3 Gb), they are not available for
download from the Ofcom website, but are available on request to
TV.WhiteSpaces@ofcom.org.uk.

A3.4

The recordings should not be used for commercial purposes other than as a R&D
tool.

A3.5

The recordings are supplied as 44.1kHz ‘.wav’ files produced by the IAM.

A3.6

Recordings taken during three types of test are included:
•

Reference recordings used for subjective listening, including the un-interfered
reference passed through a PMSE audio channel and the recording subsequently
used as the benchmark for subjective audio quality of ‘4.5’ on the 5-point scale.

•

Recordings taken during laboratory testing, of which only a small sample are
provided as the full collection is rather large.

•

Recordings taken during testing in venues. The majority of these recordings are
of the reference piano material assessed under controlled test conditions, but a
few are the feed material from the outside broadcast event. No audio recordings
of the live shows have been supplied for both copyright and privacy reasons.

Reference Recordings
A3.7

The list of reference recordings in Table 13 was subjectively assessed by an Ofcom
listening panel. The results of the listening exercise are presented in Figure 67.

Table 13: List of reference recordings
WSD

Traffic
Loading

C/I
(in 200kHz)

None - Reference
Recording

N/A

N/A

29

‘.wav’ Filename
pno_as_013,
pno_as_020, 1pno_reference.wav

Available from https://tech.ebu.ch/publications/sqamcd
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WSD
WSD1
WSD1
WSD1
WSD1
WSD1
WSD1
WSD1
WSD1
WSD1
WSD1
WSD1
WSD1
WSD1
WSD1
WSD1
WSD1
WSD1
WSD1
WSD1
WSD1
WSD2
WSD2
WSD2
WSD2
WSD2
WSD2
WSD2
WSD2
WSD2
WSD2

Traffic
Loading
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High

C/I
(in 200kHz)
38
35
32
29
26
23
20
17
14
38
35
32
29
26
23
20
17
14
11
8
37
34
31
28
25
22
19
16
13
10

‘.wav’ Filename
pno_as_015
pno_as_004
pno_as_016
pno_as_018
pno_as_023
pno_as_032
pno_as_009
pno_as_008
pno_as_021
pno_as_017
pno_as_010
pno_as_012
pno_as_001
pno_as_005
pno_as_006
pno_as_025
pno_as_031
pno_as_028
pno_as_003
pno_as_030
pno_as_011
pno_as_026
pno_as_002
pno_as_029
pno_as_022
pno_as_019
pno_as_007
pno_as_024
pno_as_027
pno_as_014

Laboratory Test Recordings
A3.8

The list of recordings in Table 14 is a subset of the laboratory test recordings made
as the full set is prohibitively large. The first column in Table 14 identifies the radio
microphone and WSD interferer combination, with the ‘-H’ and ‘-L’ designation
indicating the WSD in high traffic or low traffic mode respectively.

A3.9

In addition to the recordings listed in Table 14, an additional recording called
“Stereo-Mono -45-55-65-75dBm.mp3” is included, a spectrogram of which is shown
in Figure 68. The recording is an ‘mp3’ encoded recording of the L/mono audio
channel taken under laboratory conditions with no WSD interferer. The wanted
signal was reduced from -45dB to -75dB in 10dB steps whilst the audio mode
simultaneously alternated between stereo and mono. The L/mono and R channels
of the IEM transmitter were both fed with an identical audio signal. The audible
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difference as the mode is changed illustrates the different reference sensitivity the
IEM has when in mono and stereo modes.
-45
Stereo

-55
Mono

Stereo

-65
Mono

Stereo

-75
Mono

Stereo

Mono

Figure 68: Spectrogram of “Stereo-Mono -45-55-65-75dBm.mp3”
Table 14: List of recordings from laboratory tests
PMSE
Equipment /
Interferer
MIC1/WSD1-H
MIC1/WSD1-H
MIC1/WSD1-H
MIC1/WSD1-H
MIC1/WSD1-H
MIC1/WSD1-H
MIC1/WSD1-H
MIC1/AWGN
MIC1/AWGN
MIC1/AWGN
MIC1/AWGN
MIC1/AWGN
MIC1/AWGN
MIC1/AWGN
MIC1/AWGN
MIC1/AWGN
MIC1/AWGN
MIC1/AWGN
MIC1/AWGN
MIC1/AWGN
MIC1/AWGN
MIC1/AWGN
MIC2/WSD1-L
MIC2/WSD1-L
MIC2/WSD1-L

Wanted
Signal Level
(dBm)
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-60
-40
-40
-40
-40
-40
-40
-40
-65
-65
-65

C/I
(in 8MHz)
20
-33
-52
-52
-53
-53
-53
26
-39
-50
-51
-52
-53
-53
-54
-26
-32
-31
-32
-34
-33
-34
0
-54
-66

∆F
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
0
1
2

Filename
log_04072014_164746.wav
log_04072014_161620.wav
log_04072014_175718.wav
log_04072014_181415.wav
log_04072014_182359.wav
log_04072014_183502.wav
log_04072014_184356.wav
log_10072014_123441.wav
log_10072014_131448.wav
log_10072014_141423.wav
log_10072014_142035.wav
log_10072014_151445.wav
log_10072014_151946.wav
log_10072014_152524.wav
log_10072014_153659.wav
log_10072014_155806.wav
log_10072014_162025.wav
log_10072014_162808.wav
log_10072014_163501.wav
log_10072014_164046.wav
log_10072014_164709.wav
log_10072014_165217.wav
log_25072014_113626.wav
log_25072014_115457.wav
log_25072014_120115.wav
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PMSE
Equipment /
Interferer
MIC2/WSD1-L
MIC2/WSD1-L
MIC2/WSD1-L
MIC2/WSD1-L
MIC2/WSD1-L
MIC2/WSD1-L
MIC2/WSD1-L
MIC2/AWGN
MIC2/AWGN
MIC2/AWGN
MIC2/AWGN
MIC2/AWGN
MIC2/AWGN
MIC2/AWGN
MIC2/AWGN
MIC2/AWGN
MIC2/AWGN
MIC2/AWGN
MIC2/AWGN
MIC2/AWGN
MIC2/AWGN
MIC2/AWGN
MIC2/AWGN
MIC2/WSD1-H
MIC2/WSD1-H
MIC2/WSD1-H
MIC2/WSD1-H
MIC2/WSD1-H
MIC2/WSD1-H
MIC2/WSD1-H
MIC2/WSD1-H
MIC2/WSD1-H
MIC2/WSD1-H
MIC2/WSD1-H
MIC3/AWGN
MIC3/AWGN
MIC3/AWGN
MIC3/AWGN
MIC3/AWGN
MIC3/AWGN
MIC3/AWGN
MIC3/AWGN

Wanted
Signal Level
(dBm)
-65
-65
-65
-65
-65
-65
-65
-75
-75
-75
-75
-75
-65
-65
-65
-65
-55
-55
-55
-55
-40
-40
-40
-65
-65
-65
-65
-65
-65
-65
-65
-65
-65
-65
-75
-75
-75
-75
-75
-75
-75
-75

C/I
(in 8MHz)
-68
-69
-69
-69
-69
-69
-69
12
-49
-62
-65
-75
12
-47
-54
-58
12
-40
-46
-50
12
-29
-35
10
-45
-64
-66
-66
-66
-66
-67
-67
-68
-69
10
-44
-51
-61
-74
-80
-83
-87

∆F
3
4
5
6
10
15
22
0
1
2
3
10
0
1
2
3
0
1
2
3
0
1
2
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
10
15
22
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Filename
log_25072014_120846.wav
log_25072014_121418.wav
log_25072014_122010.wav
log_25072014_122506.wav
log_25072014_123217.wav
log_25072014_123716.wav
log_25072014_125720.wav
log_23072014_214917.wav
log_23072014_171727.wav
log_23072014_170932.wav
log_23072014_175747.wav
log_23072014_211502.wav
log_23072014_215339.wav
log_23072014_172311.wav
log_23072014_170113.wav
log_23072014_195806.wav
log_23072014_215712.wav
log_23072014_172824.wav
log_23072014_174541.wav
log_23072014_200215.wav
log_23072014_220129.wav
log_23072014_173752.wav
log_23072014_175023.wav
log_31072014_163525.wav
log_31072014_165327.wav
log_31072014_170325.wav
log_31072014_170855.wav
log_31072014_171340.wav
log_31072014_171848.wav
log_31072014_172438.wav
log_31072014_173041.wav
log_31072014_173806.wav
log_31072014_174322.wav
log_31072014_175216.wav
log_25072014_172106.wav
log_25072014_174643.wav
log_25072014_175836.wav
log_25072014_181606.wav
log_25072014_183942.wav
log_25072014_185945.wav
log_25072014_191311.wav
log_25072014_192451.wav
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PMSE
Equipment /
Interferer
MIC3/AWGN
MIC3/AWGN
MIC3/AWGN
MIC3/AWGN
MIC3/AWGN
MIC3/AWGN
MIC3/AWGN
MIC3/AWGN
MIC4/AWGN
MIC4/AWGN
MIC4/AWGN
MIC4/AWGN
MIC4/AWGN
MIC4/AWGN
MIC4/AWGN
MIC4/AWGN
MIC4/AWGN
MIC4/AWGN
MIC5/AWGN
MIC5/AWGN
MIC5/AWGN
MIC5/AWGN
MIC5/AWGN
MIC5/AWGN
MIC5/AWGN
MIC5/AWGN
MIC5/AWGN
MIC6/AWGN
MIC6/AWGN
MIC6/AWGN
MIC6/AWGN
MIC6/AWGN
MIC6/AWGN
MIC6/AWGN
MIC6/AWGN
MIC6/AWGN
STL1/AWGN
STL1/AWGN
STL1/AWGN
STL1/AWGN
STL1/AWGN
STL1/AWGN

Wanted
Signal Level
(dBm)
-40
-40
-40
-40
-40
-40
-40
-40
-70
-70
-70
-70
-70
-70
-70
-40
-40
-40
-65
-65
-65
-65
-65
-65
-40
-40
-40
-75
-75
-75
-75
-75
-40
-40
-40
-40
-75
-75
-75
-75
-75
-75

C/I
(in 8MHz)
10
-21
-29
-41
-50
-55
-58
-61
17
-34
-52
-55
-52
-62
-80
17
-6
-28
13
-33
-46
-51
-49
-80
-17
-29
-34
13
-47
-53
-60
-88
12
-22
-27
-28
11
-27
-47
-63
-77
-100

∆F
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
0
1
2
3
4
5
10
0
1
2
0
1
2
3
4
10
1
2
3
0
1
2
3
15
0
1
2
3
0
1
2
3
4
7

Filename
log_25072014_173901.wav
log_25072014_175254.wav
log_25072014_180420.wav
log_25072014_183320.wav
log_25072014_184552.wav
log_25072014_190519.wav
log_25072014_191930.wav
log_25072014_193008.wav
log_14082014_143437.wav
log_14082014_153446.wav
log_14082014_155353.wav
log_14082014_160647.wav
log_14082014_162258.wav
log_14082014_163758.wav
log_14082014_170219.wav
log_14082014_145719.wav
log_14082014_154236.wav
log_14082014_160006.wav
log_03092014_123119.wav
log_03092014_125034.wav
log_03092014_130537.wav
log_03092014_133219.wav
log_03092014_182300.wav
log_03092014_141516.wav
log_03092014_124618.wav
log_03092014_131026.wav
log_03092014_132741.wav
log_03092014_155132.wav
log_03092014_160652.wav
log_03092014_170703.wav
log_03092014_172339.wav
log_03092014_175948.wav
log_03092014_155721.wav
log_03092014_161920.wav
log_03092014_171227.wav
log_03092014_172746.wav
log_02092014_183352.wav
log_02092014_185148.wav
log_02092014_185834.wav
log_02092014_191434.wav
log_02092014_193044.wav
log_02092014_194816.wav
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PMSE
Equipment /
Interferer
STL1/AWGN
STL1/AWGN
STL1/AWGN
STL1/AWGN
STL1/AWGN
IEM1-S/AWGN
IEM1-S/AWGN
IEM1-S/AWGN
IEM1-S/AWGN
IEM1-S/AWGN
IEM1-S/AWGN
IEM1-S/AWGN
IEM1-S/AWGN
IEM1-S/AWGN
IEM1-S/AWGN
IEM1-S/AWGN
IEM1-M/AWGN
IEM1-M/AWGN
IEM1-M/AWGN
IEM1-M/AWGN
IEM1-M/AWGN
IEM1-M/AWGN
IEM1-M/AWGN

Wanted
Signal Level
(dBm)
-65
-65
-65
-65
-65
-40
-40
-40
-40
-40
-40
-40
-40
-40
-40
-40
-65
-65
-65
-65
-65
-65
-40

C/I
(in 8MHz)
10
-21
-40
-55
-94
40
-23
-27
-27
-27
-27
-28
-28
-34
-50
-57
19
-43
-51
-59
-59
-81
-55

∆F
0
1
2
3
7
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
10
15
22
0
1
2
3
7
15
22

Filename
log_02092014_184024.wav
log_02092014_184654.wav
log_02092014_190208.wav
log_02092014_190932.wav
log_02092014_195205.wav
log_03092014_204022.wav
log_03092014_204718.wav
log_03092014_205154.wav
log_03092014_205728.wav
log_03092014_210155.wav
log_03092014_210556.wav
log_03092014_211001.wav
log_03092014_212007.wav
log_03092014_212509.wav
log_03092014_213218.wav
log_03092014_213717.wav
log_03092014_221024.wav
log_03092014_224535.wav
log_03092014_225430.wav
log_03092014_230146.wav
log_03092014_232303.wav
log_03092014_233233.wav
log_03092014_233923.wav

Venue Test Recordings
A3.10

Table 15 contains a list of recordings from New London Theatre under ‘stress
testing’ conditions described in Annex 6. Individual recordings are either of music or
the continuous tone used by the IAM to assess audio quality. The tone recordings
are not recommended for extensive listening, but can be viewed as spectrograms
(such as those shown in Figure 84) to identify the location of audio artefacts.

Table 15: selected recordings from New London Theatre
WSD EIRP
(in 8MHz)
(off)
(off)
-11
-5
-5
-8
-8

DF
single MIC
single MIC
0
0
0
0
0

Filename
log_29052014_102239.wav
log_29052014_102657.wav
log_29052014_104340.wav
log_29052014_105527.wav
log_29052014_110035.wav
log_29052014_110711.wav
log_29052014_111055.wav
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WSD EIRP
(in 8MHz)
17
17
11
5
-1
(off)
(off)
(off)
(off)
(off)
5
5
17
30
30
30
30
30
30
A3.11

DF
3
3
3
3
3
single MIC
single MIC
6
6
1
1
1
2
2
11
11

Filename
log_29052014_112144.wav
log_29052014_112838.wav
log_29052014_113232.wav
log_29052014_113541.wav
log_29052014_113906.wav
log_29052014_114211.wav
log_30052014_103323.wav
log_30052014_103859.wav
log_30052014_105106.wav
log_30052014_105513.wav
log_30052014_110402.wav
log_30052014_110803.wav
log_30052014_111649.wav
log_30052014_112150.wav
log_30052014_112556.wav
log_30052014_113442.wav
log_30052014_113754.wav
log_30052014_115715.wav
log_30052014_120028.wav

Table 16 contains a list of recordings from Queen’s Theatre under conditions
described in Section 4. Recordings from an earlier set of tests in Queen’s Theatre
under the stress testing conditions used to derive the results in Table 27 and Table
29 of Annex 6 are not included. Experience gained during this first set of tests was
used to refine and develop the IAM and the simultaneous recording functionality
was added only after those tests were completed.

Table 16: Selected recordings from Queen’s Theatre
PMSE
WSD Frequency
WSD EIRP
Class
(MHz)
Recording
∆F (dBm/8MHz)
All MICs On, Realistic Worst Case Intermodulation Scenario
3
669.7
OFF
log_16092014_124922.wav
3
669.7
1
14.7
log_16092014_125509.wav
3
669.7
1
20.7
log_16092014_133413.wav
3
669.7
1
26.7 (Max) log_16092014_135438.wav
3
669.7
1
26.7 (Max) log_16092014_140310.wav
3
669.7
11
13
log_16092014_140857.wav
3
669.7
11
25 (Max)
log_16092014_142019.wav
3
669.7
11
25 (Max)
log_16092014_142832.wav
Device under test on, all other MICs off
3
669.7
1
21.7
log_16092014_151754.wav
3
669.7
1
26.7 (Max) log_16092014_152212.wav
3
669.7
11
13
log_16092014_152930.wav
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WSD
Class
3
3
3
A3.12

PMSE
Frequency
(MHz)
669.7
669.7
669.7

WSD EIRP
Recording
∆F (dBm/8MHz)
11
19
log_16092014_153251.wav
11
25 (Max)
log_16092014_153749.wav
11
25 (Max)
log_16092014_154227.wav

Table 17 shows a list of recordings taken during the outside broadcast event. There
was no WSD interference during the live event. Radio microphone transmitter
receive signal strengths were monitored during the recordings so that the effects of
the movement of the presenters and the crowd could be monitored.

Table 17: Recordings from outside broadcast live event
Tx-Rx Range
(m, approx)
15
25
27
21
12
15
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
A3.13

Filename
log_21092014_131113.wav
log_21092014_131155.wav
log_21092014_132040.wav
log_21092014_132834.wav
log_21092014_133341.wav
log_21092014_134159.wav
log_21092014_134844.wav
log_21092014_135128.wav
log_21092014_140248.wav
log_21092014_140446.wav
log_21092014_140533.wav
log_21092014_141213.wav
log_21092014_141428.wav
log_21092014_145032.wav
log_21092014_145536.wav
log_21092014_151641.wav
log_21092014_152115.wav
log_21092014_152236.wav

Table 18 shows a list of recordings taken during WSD interference tests after the
live outside broadcast event. The list of recordings corresponds to the interference
tests in Table 6. The locations noted in the first column of Table 18 are those in
Figure 21.

Table 18: Recordings from outside broadcast interference tests
Location
H
H
H
H

WSD EIRP
(dBm)
(off)
16
23
36

∆F
1
1
1

Filename
log_21092014_161645.wav
log_21092014_162208.wav
log_21092014_162407.wav
log_21092014_162622.wav
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Location
H-I
I
J
J
J
J-K
K
L
L
L
L-M
N
N
N-O

WSD EIRP
(dBm)
36
(off)
16
23
36
36
36
16
23
36
36
16
23
23

∆F
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
11
11
11

Filename
log_21092014_162808.wav
log_21092014_163409.wav
log_21092014_163834.wav
log_21092014_164021.wav
log_21092014_164107.wav
log_21092014_164614.wav
log_21092014_164747.wav
log_21092014_165024.wav
log_21092014_165209.wav
log_21092014_165249.wav
log_21092014_165325.wav
log_21092014_165653.wav
log_21092014_165747.wav
log_21092014_171531.wav
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Annex 4

4 PMSE corner cases and plausible worst
case scenarios
‘Corner Cases’ and ‘Plausible Worst Case’ Scenarios
A4.1

We originally designed the test programme described in this document by defining a
number of priority ‘real life’ scenarios. In selecting actual venues from within this
priority list, Ofcom further refined its thinking in relation to ‘corner case’ scenarios.

A4.2

Ofcom discussed the scenarios with stakeholders and requested access to venues
and events that closely matched the ‘corner cases’. This annex provides some
background to explain why the types of venues used for co-existence tests were
chosen.

A4.3

A ‘corner case’ venue is one that contains challenging aspects of radio design with
respect to TVWS interference.

A4.4

Within each such venue chosen for Ofcom co-existence measurements, there will
be a ‘plausible worst case’ for the relative positions of PMSE equipment and TVWS
interferer. Whilst conducting co-existence measurements we will seek to take
measurements using this ‘plausible worst case’. Where no audio quality reduction is
observed in the ‘plausible worst case’, we will also seek to induce the onset of audio
quality reduction by inducing a set of radio circumstances beyond the worst case.

Corner Case 1a – Intermodulation (Large Theatre)
Wireless microphones densely packed in a channel so that WSD interference
produces third order transmit inter modulation products that are co channel with
other wireless microphones.
A4.5

Venue Description: The venue uses radio microphones with high transmit powers
(50mW) and/or a large number (12+) of transmitters in a DTT channel. Ideally there
will be a large number of radio microphones (40-50) in the venue. At least one set
of the radio microphone receive antennas are rigged on the proscenium. There is
no orchestra pit so the WSD in the audience can be very close to the downstage
cast who are producing intermodulation products that are co channel with a victim
radio microphone on a more distant/up stage cast member. These are ‘worst case’
conditions for the production of inter modulation products that affect radio
microphone reception. We anticipate that a venue meeting these requirements
would be a large theatre presenting a musical.

Corner Case 1b – Intermodulation (Large Theatre)
Wireless microphones densely packed in a channel so that WSD interference
produces third order transmit inter modulation products that are co channel with an in
ear monitor.
A4.6

Venue Description: There are two potential descriptions for this corner case, both
of which describe a venue identical to 1a, but where an in ear monitor is used as
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part of a prop on stage. The secondary scenario is where the IEM in the radio prop
is used almost at the limit of its working distance and is using a non-boosted
(20mW) transmitter where the noise floor is low . These are both ‘worst case’
conditions for the production of inter modulation products that affect IEM use.

Corner Case 2 – Intermodulation/Overload (Large Rock Concert
Venue)
Large numbers of wireless microphones (20-30) and IEMs (20-30) operating in a large
stage venue and operated at very high transmit powers (50mW or more).
A4.7

Venue Description: The venue layout allows the WSD to be close to both wireless
microphones and IEMs. The presence of high signal levels and other equipment in
the vicinity means that the RF noise floor is expected to be high. A WSD in the
audience can be close to a group of people with radio microphones and IEM,
because the band members can either mingle with or be very close to the audience,
whilst at the same time being a long distance away from the PMSE receiver or IEM
transmitters. These are ‘worst case’ conditions for the production of intermodulation
products co-channel with the IEM receive frequencies. In addition the presence of
large signals at the IEM front-end could give rise to overload conditions where
intermodulation planning assumptions used in RF system design are no longer
valid. We anticipate that a venue meeting these requirements would be a large
stadium environment such as The O2, The National Indoor Arena (Birmingham), or
Wembley Stadium.

Corner Case 3 – Low Signal Working (Electronic News Gathering /
Outside Sports Event)
A radio microphone operated a long way from its receiver or with an obstructed path
and ideally in the presence of at least one other radio microphone.
A4.8

Venue Description: This venue is likely to be outside, and subject to variability in
the radio path as a result. Given the distance between transmitter and receiver, the
PMSE equipment is operating with a low wanted signal level which is close to the
system noise floor. A WSD interferer can operate near to the PMSE receiver,
creating a ‘near far’ effect (the PMSE receiver must demodulate the weak
microphone signal in the presence of a strong WSD signal nearby). The second
radio microphone in this scenario is close to the WSD interferer. This could,
depending on channel separation, create inter modulation on the channel used by
the victim radio microphone that is a long way from the receiver. We anticipate that
a venue meeting these requirements could include a Horse Racing track or a Motor
Racing circuit.
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Annex 5

5 Characterisation of WSD performance
Introduction
A5.1

A range of WSDs was obtained from manufacturers. Some of these WSDs were
commercial equipment available in other markets and adapted for use in Europe.
Others were low volume equipment produced either as part of research projects or
as pre-production prototypes, for example from chipset vendors intending
eventually to integrate WSD functionality into products for the OEM market.

A5.2

All the WSDs were mains powered and physically fairly large compared to wireless
consumer equipment such as mobile phones or tablets. In this sense, they were
more similar to equipment that would be used in a base station than to portable
equipment that may be carried by consumers.

A5.3

WSDs characterised had a range of air interfaces which included proprietary air
interfaces as well as those derived from standards such as 3GPP LTE and
802.11af. All WSDs used in coexistence testing were characterised. In some
circumstances the WSD signals were amplified as part of coexistence testing. In
these cases, characterisation of the WSD alone was supplemented by
characterisation of the WSD/amplifier combination used during coexistence tests.

A5.4

The objective of the characterisation was to understand WSD performance in the
context of both PMSE and DTT coexistence tests. The following parameters were
characterised in accordance with the requirements in EN 301 598:

A5.5

•

Maximum power output.

•

Spectrum occupancy including ETSI spectrum emission class according to
definitions in EN 301 598 for adjacent channel leakage (ACLR). Raw data was
collected which allowed ACLR to be calculated over a range of bandwidths and
offsets in multiples of 10 kHz across the TV band from 470 MHz to 790 MHz.

•

Duty cycle and time domain characterisation.

•

WSD-WSD transmit intermodulation performance according to test definitions in
EN 301 598. EN301 598 defines a parameter ‘RIM3’ which is the third order
reverse intermodulation attenuation and which should exceed 45dB.
For measurements of ETSI spectrum emission class a modification to the test
methodology specified in EN 301 598 was used to ensure that the measured
adjacent channel leakage ratio (ACLR) was not affected by limited spectrum
analyser dynamic range. For in-block measurements the output of the unit under
test (UUT) was connected directly to a spectrum analyser, whilst for out of block
measurements the UUT was connected through a broadband isolator and notch
filter arrangement to remove the in-block signal components. This ensured that the
spectrum analyser could more accurately measure the out of block components.
The full spectrum was then reconstituted accounting for the measured insertion loss
of the isolator and notch filter for the out of block measurements.
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In-block
Spectrum
analyser

UUT
WSD

Out of block
Spectrum
analyser

UUT
A5.6

WSD

Figure 69: Test set up for measurements of in-block power and out-of-block power.
A5.7

For measurements of WSD-WSD transmitter intermodulation performance a
broadband isolator was used to ensure that the interfering source was protected
from the UUT.

Measurement of
interferer

Spectrum
Analyser
Load

UUT

Load
Directional
Coupler

Directional
Coupler

WSD

Spectrum
analyser
Measurement of
UUT and intermodulation
products

Interferer

Figure 70: Test set up for characterisation of WSD-WSD intermodulation performance.
A5.8

WSD-WSD transmitter intermodulation performance was generally so good that no
intermodulation products were observed measuring to the limits described in clause
4.2.5.2 of EN 301 598. As WSD-WSD performance can be an important factor in
determining coexistence, the level of the interferer was increased to the point where
an intermodulation product could be seen or to the maximum interferer level,
whichever occurred first. In many cases it was not possible to observe an
intermodulation product and in these cases we note the degree to which the WSD
exceeds the specified requirements.

A5.9

ETSI emission classes are given in terms of the adjacent channel leakage ratios
where the out of block EIRP spectral density of a WSD shall satisfy the following
requirement
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𝑃𝑃𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 (𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 100𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘) < 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚{𝑃𝑃𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 (𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 8𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀) − 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑), −84}

where PIB is the in-block EIRP spectral density over 8MHz and ACLR 30 is the
adjacent channel frequency leakage ratio shown in Table 19.
Table 19: ACLR for different device emission classes (from ETSI EN 301 598)
Where POOB falls within the
nth adjacent DTT channel
(based on 8MHz wide
channels)
n = ±1
n = ±2
n ≥ +3 or n ≤ -3

ACLR (dB)

Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
Class 4
Class 5
74
74
64
54
43
79
74
74
64
53
84
74
84
74
64

A5.10

In practice the ACLR of a WSD will not exactly match the spectrum emission class
definitions for each value of n. The ACLR for the device over one ‘bad’ 100 kHz
frequency range determines the emission class for the device. When measuring
each device we noted in which ‘n’ this 100 kHz range was located. By definition for
any other 100 kHz range and any other value of n there will in general be a margin
between the ACLR given in Table 19 and the actual performance achieved by that
WSD. This margin can be significant in some cases.

A5.11

When calculating 2013 consultation limits, PREG, we used the measured power class
of the device, but when evaluating agreement between laboratory measurement
and observations in venues we used the actual spectrum emission masks of WSD
devices.

A5.12

The following sections show performance evaluation results for each WSD tested.
The WSDs are anonymised and referred to by number.

A5.13

Table 20 shows which WSD was used in which set of tests. With reference to
Figure 4 on page 10 the ‘terminal’ column in Table 20 indicates whether the test
antenna was coupled to the WSD master or slave. The ‘data rate’ refers to the
amount of data transferred between FTP client and server.

Table 20: Mapping of WSD to coexistence test
Coexistence Trial

Manufacturer

Terminal

Data Rate

PMSE Queen’s
Theatre

WSD1

Slave

High

PMSE New London
Theatre

WSD1

Slave

High

PMSE Calke Abbey

WSD1

Slave

High

PMSE Laboratory
Measurements

WSD1 / WSD2 /
filtered AWGN

Slave

High / Low

30

This definition is slightly different from the definition used elsewhere in this document where ACLR
is defined with reference to the PMSE bandwidth of 200 kHz.
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WSD1 – Characterisation results
A5.14

Table 21 summarises the performance of WSD1.

Table 21: WSD1 performance summary 31
Maximum power output (dBm)

31

ETSI emission class (Master / Slave)

3 (limited by performance at |n| = 1)

Duty Cycle (Min – Max) (%)

15% - 75%

WSD – WSD transmit intermodulation performance RIM3 = 94dB

Power Level (dBm/10kHz) (10dB/div)

0
-10
-20
-30
-40
-50
-60
-70
-80
-90
-30

-20

-10

0

10

20

30

Frequency offset with respect to carrier (MHz)
Figure 71: WSD1 master - frequency domain

31

In this table and those that follow all parameters have their meaning as defined in EN 301 598
unless otherwise specified. Duty cycle is not specified in EN 301 598 and is the sum of ‘on’ periods
expressed as a percentage of total measurement time averaged over a duration at least 100x that of
the longest burst emitted by the WSD.
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Figure 72: WSD1 slave - frequency domain
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Figure 73: WSD1 master - time domain
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Figure 74: WSD1 slave - time domain

WSD2 – Characterisation results
A5.15

Table 22 summarises the performance of WSD2.

Table 22: WSD2 performance summary
Maximum Power Output (dBm)

20

ETSI Power Class (Master / Slave)

2 (limited by performance at |n| ≥3)

Duty Cycle (typ) (%)

50%

WSD – WSD Transmit Intermodulation Performance RIM3 > 84dB
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Figure 75: WSD2 master - frequency domain
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Figure 76: WSD2 master - time domain

WSD2 with amplifier – Characterisation results
6.110 Table 23 summarises the performance of WSD2 with a power amplifier. This
configuration was used in DTT testing to achieve the higher maximum power output
required.
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Table 23: WSD2 with amplifier performance summary
Maximum Power Output (dBm)

32

ETSI Power Class (Master / Slave) 4 (limited by performance at |n| = 1)
Duty Cycle (Min – Max) (%)

50%

Power Level (dBm/10kHz) (10dB/div)
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Figure 77: WSD2 master - frequency domain
A5.16

The operation of the amplifier does not change the time domain response.

WSD3 – Characterisation results
A5.17

Table 24 summarises the performance of WSD3.

Table 24: WSD3 performance summary
Maximum Power Output (dBm)

35

ETSI Power Class (Master / Slave) 1 (with worst ACLR performance at |n| = 1)
Duty Cycle (typical) (%)

40% in high traffic mode
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Figure 78: WSD3 master - frequency domain
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Figure 79: WSD3 master - time domain
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WSD4 – Characterisation results
6.111 Table 25 summarises the performance of WSD4.
Table 25: WSD4 performance summary
Maximum Power Output (dBm)

18

ETSI Power Class (Master / Slave)

5 (limited by performance at |n| = 1)

Duty Cycle (Max, High Traffic) (%)

93%

WSD – WSD Transmit Intermodulation Performance RIM3 > 65dB
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Figure 80: WSD4 master - frequency domain
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Figure 81: WSD4 master - time domain

WSD5 – Characterisation results
A5.18

Table 26 summarises the performance of WSD5.

Table 26: WSD5 performance summary
Maximum Power Output (dBm)

8

ETSI Power Class (Master / Slave)

4 (limited by performance at |n| ≥3))

Duty Cycle (Max, High Traffic) (%)

94%

WSD – WSD Transmit Intermodulation Performance RIM3 > 65dB
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Figure 82: WSD5 master - frequency domain
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Figure 83: WSD5 master - time domain
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Annex 6

6 Supplementary cross-checks
Stress tests of PMSE intermodulation by confining radio
microphones to a small container on stage
A6.1

In the course of this testing programme we have continually refined our test
methodology by exploring different set ups and learning from experience. At one
point we conducted some stress tests of PMSE intermodulation effects in the
theatre environment by switching on all radio microphones and confining those
microphones not under test to a small container (30×20×20 cm) placed on the
theatre stage. These microphones were kept close to the microphone under test
and also very close to the WSD at the front of the auditorium.

A6.2

In Queen’s Theatre there are 40 radio microphones in total, and 39 were therefore
confined to the container. In New London Theatre, there are 32 radio microphones
in total, and 31 were therefore confined to the container.

A6.3

This is not a plausible scenario in the course of normal PMSE operation, but it
allowed us to gain a first sense of the effects of the PMSE intermodulation
mechanisms, which we later tested more thoroughly in the lab. We present these
results here for completeness, and also because they serve as a supplementary
cross check, in the following ways:
•

The stress testing measurements show relatively good agreement with laboratory
results (subject to an allowance for the stress) for co-channel measurements and
hence provide a level of confidence that in venues with large numbers of
microphones and even subject to unrealistically high levels of stress, co-channel
results obtained in the lab tests remain valid.

•

The measurements show that in adjacent channels we were often not able to
produce much reduction in audio quality even when radiating WSD powers of the
order of 22 dBm very close to the radio microphones. This is not a low power for
a battery powered device (which is relevant because mains powered devices
would not normally be found in the front row of seats in a theatre), and the fact
that the PMSE systems continued to operate well even when stressed in such a
way is again a useful cross-check. We were able to create audio quality reduction
when operating at higher WSD powers, which is not surprising in such extreme
stress testing conditions.

Test set up
A6.4

The test set up is similar to that described in Section 4 in the main body of this
report with the exception of the location of the microphones not under test. The
radio microphone transmitter under test was body worn beneath clothing, and the
wearer turned and moved slowly to and fro (walket) within an area of approximately
1 metre by 1 metre around locations ‘F’ in Figure 9 and Figure 10. The remaining
radio microphone transmitters were placed in a small container on the stage. The
WSD was located at the front of the auditorium in close proximity to the radio
microphone transmitters.
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A6.5

Measurements showed that the actual location of the ‘walklet’ on stage was less
important to the results than the proximity of the WSD to the other radio microphone
transmitters.

Results of stress tests
A6.6

Figure 84 shows audio spectrograms 32 of a reference tone obtained during
controlled stress testing in the venue. The spectrograms indicate the effect of
turning on a large number of radio microphone transmitters in the absence of WSD
emissions when the radio microphone transmitters are close together in the stress
test geometry.

A6.7

The reference tone has no audio energy above 500 Hz (top spectrogram in Figure
84). When a single radio microphone is turned on and audio is measured during the
‘walklet’ process, a small number of audio events are observed which relate to deep
fading events (second spectrogram in Figure 84). The system is operating normally,
so that diversity switching is occurring to minimise the effect of fading on the audio
channel.

A6.8

When the remaining radio microphones are turned on in the absence of WSD
emissions, the interaction between radio microphone transmitters in the radio
environment of the theatre causes interference in the wanted signal path (third
spectrogram in Figure 84). The fact that this interference occurs in the absence of
WSD transmission shows that the PMSE system is under ‘stress’ caused by the
interaction of large numbers of PMSE transmitters with very low isolation between
each other.

A6.9

When a WSD interferer is introduced, interference in the wanted signal path
increases as the WSD EIRP level is increased (fourth spectrogram in Figure 84).

32

The spectrogram presentation format is explained in Annex 1
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Reference
Tone

Deep fading
event in absence
of interference

Venue No
WSD
1 MIC on
Venue No WSD,
40MICs on 39 in
‘bucket’ (4.5)
Venue WSD, CoChannel 40MICs on 39
in ‘bucket’ (4.5)

Figure 84: Qualitative IAM audio quality test results during stress tests of PMSE
intermodulation (Queen’s Theatre).
A6.10

Table 27 shows the radio conditions under which a score of 4.5 was observed on
the subjective audio quality scale for co-channel, 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 11th adjacent
channel tests in Queen’s Theatre. The WSD (WSD1) is characterised in Annex 5
and has an ETSI power class of 3 determined by its performance in the first
adjacent channel.

A6.11

The columns in Table 27 have the same meanings as those in Table 2 and
specifically, PREG is the limit proposed in the 2013 coexistence consultation 33, GTEST
is the measured coupling gain between the WSD and the receiver antenna, and P1
is the measured WSD EIRP which causes the subjective audio quality score to
reduce from ‘5’ to ‘4.5’.

A6.12

The consultation safety margin is the degree by which P1 exceeds PREG. The
consultation safety margin is shown for completeness only and does not
have significance in this case because it is not a scenario that emerges in
normal PMSE operation.

33

The limit PREG is given by PREG = min(PS,0 – G – r(∆F), 36) dBm/8MHz, where PS,0 = -65 dBm/8MHz,
G = -49 dB is the free space path gain between victim and interferer at the victim frequency and for an
assumed separation of 10 m, and r(∆F) is the protection ratio for class 3 WSDs from table 5.5 of the
2013 consultation Technical Report.
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Table 27: Impact on audio quality under intermodulation stress test conditions for
Queen’s Theatre.
WSD
class

PMSE
frequency
(MHz)

3
3
3
3
3

689.5
669.7
689.5
669.7
669.7

WSDPMSE
channel
separation
∆F
0
1
2
3
11

Consultation
EIRP limit,
PREG
(dBm/8MHz)

Coupling
gain GTEST
(dB)

WSD EIRP
P1
(dBm/8MHz)

Consultation
safety
margin(dB)

-12
32
36
36
36

-55
-55
-54
-54
-52

-12
29
19
20
22

0
-3
-17
-16
-14

A6.13

Table 28 shows an analysis of the results based on laboratory measurements of
protection ratios for a radio microphone receiver of similar but not identical
performance. Here, PS is the received PMSE signal power at the output of a
reference antenna co-located with the actual PMSE receive antenna, and r(∆F) is
the protection ratio measured in the laboratory, which indicates the amount by
which the received wanted PMSE signal (dBm/200kHz) exceeds the received
unwanted WSD signal (dBm/8MHz) at the point where the audio quality is assessed
to be 4.5 on the subjective scale.

A6.14

The predicted tolerable received WSD power is given as PS – r(∆F). The measured
tolerable received WSD power is given as GTEST + P1 as defined in Table 27.

Table 28: Comparison between venue and laboratory measurements (Queen’s
Theatre).
Channel
separation
∆F
0
1
2
3
11

A6.15

PMSE
received
signal power
PS
(dBm/200kHz)
35
-50
-50
-50
-50
-50

Measured
protection
ratio
r(∆F)
34
(dB)
11.9
-36.4
-42.4
-45.2
-60.5

PS – r(∆F)
Predicted
tolerable
WSD power
(dBm/8MHz)
-62
-14
-8
-5
11

GTEST + P1
Measured tolerable
WSD power
(dBm/8MHz)
-67
-25
-35
-34
-30

Difference
between
measurement
and prediction
(dB)
-5
-12
-27
-29
-40

Table 28 indicates reasonable agreement between measurement in venue and
measurement in the laboratory (‘prediction’) for the co-channel interference case.
The measured tolerable received WSD power is 5 dB less than the level predicted
from laboratory measurements. The existence of some difference is not surprising
because the tests were conducted under stress conditions as described, and not in
a scenario that emerges in normal operation.

34

This is the protection ratio measured in the laboratory at -50 dBm. With the exception of cochannel protection ratios that are largely independent of wanted signal level, the protection ratio
measured depends on the wanted signal level such that less protection is offered at higher wanted
signal levels.
35
-50 dBm is used in Table 28 as this is the mean signal level measured at the reference antenna
during the tests in the venue.
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A6.16

Table 28 indicates that for ∆F > 0 significantly lower levels of received WSD power
can be tolerated in the theatre than are predicted from laboratory protection ratio
measurements. Table 27 indicates that the level of WSD emission tolerated at ∆F =
11 is 7 dB lower than that tolerated at ∆F = 1. This indicates that the normal
protection ratio mechanisms (WSD spectral leakage and PMSE selectivity) are not
determining audio quality reduction as the WSD EIRP increases.

A6.17

Audio quality reduction is occurring due to mechanisms which are not dependent on
frequency separation. Laboratory results have indicated that the PMSE transmit
intermodulation mechanism is not dependent on frequency separation within the
tuning range of the radio microphone transmitter. Therefore, it is likely that the
observed levels of tolerable received WSD power are as a result of PMSE transmit
intermodulation effects.

A6.18

Due to the complex interaction of PMSE-PMSE and PMSE-WSD signals within the
small container, there is a ‘super growth’ of PMSE transmit intermodulation
products which means that the audio quality reduction occurs at much lower
received WSD powers than could be predicted by accounting for WSD-PMSE
intermodulation products alone.

A6.19

Table 29 shows the radio conditions under which a score of 4.5 on the subjective
audio quality scale was observed for co-channel, 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 11th adjacent
channel tests in New London Theatre. Again, the consultation safety margin is
shown for completeness only and does not have significance in this case because it
is not a scenario that emerges in normal PMSE operation.

A6.20

Table 30 shows the analysis of the results based on laboratory measurements of
protection ratios.

Table 29: Impact on audio quality (intermodulation stress tests) for New London
Theatre
WSD
class

PMSE
frequency
(MHz)

3
3
3
3
3
3

681.95
685.6
685.6
661.6
634.5
613.65

WSD-PMSE
channel
separation
∆F
0
1
2
3
6
11

Consultation
EIRP limit,
PREG
(dBm/8MHz)

Coupling
gain GTEST
(dB)

WSD EIRP
P1
(dBm/8MHz)

Consultation
safety
margin(dB)

-12
32
36
36
36
36

-53
-53
-54
-54
-54
-54

-10
16
28
36
none
-3
28

2
-17
-8
-39
-8

There is no measurement for ∆F = 3, as the system failed to meet reference audio quality even with
the WSD turned off.
36
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Table 30: Comparison with laboratory measurements (New London Theatre).
Channel
separation
∆F
0
1
2
3
6
11

PMSE
received
signal power
PS
(dBm/200kHz)
38
-40
-40
-40
-40
-40
-40

Measured
protection
ratio
r(∆F)
37
(dB)
11.9
-29.3
-35.3
-35.9
-48.8
-54.8

PS – r(∆F)
Predicted
tolerable
WSD power
(dBm/8MHz)
-52
-11
-5
-4
8
14

GTEST + P1
Measured
tolerable
WSD power
(dBm/8MHz)
-63
-37
-25
-57
-27

Difference
between
measurement
and prediction
(dB)
-10
-26
-20
-66
-41

A6.21

Table 30 indicates that in New London Theatre the closest agreement between
measurement in venue and measurement in the laboratory (‘prediction’) is for the
co-channel interference case. The measured tolerable received WSD power is 10
dB less than the level predicted from laboratory measurements. Again, the
existence of some difference is not surprising because the tests were conducted
under stress conditions as described.

A6.22

As expected therefore the predicted tolerable level is somewhat higher than the
measured tolerable level The discrepancy is higher in New London Theatre and this
may be because the absence of the proscenium and orchestra pit means that the
WSD is much closer to the other radio microphone transmitters than in Queen’s (12m as opposed to 4-5m).

A6.23

The measurement results in New London Theatre are therefore consistent with
those obtained in Queen’s Theatre.

37

This is the protection ratio measured in the laboratory at -40 dBm.
-40 dBm is used in Table 28 as this is the mean signal level measured at the reference antenna
during the tests in the venue.
38
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Annex 7

7 Investigation of audio artefacts heard in
Queen’s Theatre
Introduction
A7.1

It was noted in Section 4 that some audio artefacts were heard during controlled
trials that were not characteristic of audio degradation caused by WSD interference.
This annex reports on further investigation of those artefacts which are audible on
the recordings made during the tests.

Audible audio ‘clicks’
A7.2

Figure 85 shows spectrograms recorded in Queen’s Theatre for an audio segment
under a number of different interference conditions. The first and fifth spectrograms
are from the recordings assessed by subjective listeners in the laboratory 39 to have
audio quality of 5 and 4.5 respectively. The second spectrogram was obtained with
a WSD radiating in the first adjacent channel at Queen’s Theatre, with the WSD
transmitter a distance of 2 m from the PMSE receiver and an assessed subjective
audio quality of 4.8 observed by listeners in the form of two audible “clicks”.

Ref
[5]
DF1
@
2m
Off
(1)

‘audible
clicks’ noted
by subjective
listeners

Off
(2)
Ref
[4.5]

Figure 85: Spectrograms of audio quality reduction
A7.3

39

The third and fourth spectrograms in Figure 85 relate to two other recordings taken
in venue and in the absence of WSD radiations. Subjective listeners noted one

See Annex 2
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audible click in the first passage and none in the second passage. The spectrogram
suggests however, that there are other similar artefacts present that were not
noticed by the subjective listeners. This illustrates the difficulty of performing
subjective listening tests in venues where detection of subtle audio effects is
required.
A7.4

In all cases the clicks heard by the listeners are not randomly distributed throughout
the passage but occur during the attack of the louder piano chords. Clicks occur
whether or not there is WSD radiation present. The conclusion is therefore that the
clicks are not principally caused by WSD radiation and that the WSD at maximum
EIRP has not caused the onset of audio quality reduction at any channel offset ∆F.

Possible EMC related interference
A7.5

The controlled tests described in Section 4 were based on a ‘walklet” at position ‘F’.
We subsequently replaced the ‘walklet’ by a ‘walk’ along the route shown in Figure
86 in Queen’s Theatre. This route was chosen to exercise the receiver system
alternating between areas where coverage would be dominated by main or diversity
reception and to introduce variable amounts of shadowing in the receive path by
ensuring that for parts of the route the proscenium was in a direct line of site
between the radio microphone transmitter and receiver antennas.

F
WSD
Figure 86: ‘Walk’ route for the radio microphone under test (dotted red line).
A7.6

The results of subjective listening test for the ‘walk’ route are shown in Table 31.
For all these recordings the WSD was located as indicated in Figure 86,
approximately 10 m from the PMSE receiver. The audio quality for the full walk
route is lower for the same WSD power than for the ‘walklet’ at position F. The
‘clicks’ heard previously are still present.

A7.7

In addition to the ‘clicks’ some short interfered passages which sound characteristic
of WSD interference were heard. A large number of recordings were taken and
some duplicates have been removed for clarity. The interference was audible for
the higher WSD powers, irrespective of whether the WSD was transmitting in the 1st
or the 11th adjacent channel or whether the other radio microphones not under test
were on or off.
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Table 31: Impact on audio quality observed for the ‘walk’ route in Queen’s Theatre.
Separation between WSD transmitter and PMSE receiver is 10 metres.
WSD
Class

PMSE
frequency
(MHz)

Channel
separation
∆F

WSD EIRP
P1
(dBm/8MHz)

Subjective
audio quality
score

Notes from listening to the
recordings after the event

All radio microphones on and distributed on stage
3

669.7

-

OFF

4.8

2 clicks

3

669.7

1

14.7

4.8

2 clicks

3

669.7

1

20.7

4.7

4 clicks

3

669.7

1

26.7 (Max)

4.5

1 click, 1 interfered passage just
audible at max volume

3

669.7

1

26.7 (Max)

5

3

669.7

11

13

4.7

3

669.7

11

25 (Max)

4

5 secs of interfered passage

Re

669.7

11

25 (Max)

4

1 click, 8 short interfered
passages

no audio quality reduction
4 clicks

Device under test on, all other MICs off

A7.8

3

669.7

1

21.7

4.8

1 click

3

669.7

1

26.7 (Max)

4.8

1 click, 1 crackle

3

669.7

11

13

4.8

2 clicks

3

669.7

11

19

4.5

1 click, 1 interfered passage just
audible at max volume

3

669.7

11

25 (Max)

4

3 click, 7 short interfered
passages

3

669.7

11

25 (Max)

4

1 click, 6 short interfered
passages

Figure 87 shows a spectrogram for two of these recordings, both taken with WSD
radiating at maximum power on the 11th adjacent channel. The audio artefacts
occur at seemingly random positions within the passage. The artefacts have
dominant frequency components that are below 1kHz, which mean it is more easily
audible during quiet sections of the recording.
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Ref
[5]

DF11
@
10m
MICs
ON

Interfered
passages

DF11
@
10m
MICs
OFF

Figure 87: Spectrograms of interfered recordings (∆F = 11)
A7.9

The audio artefacts are caused by the WSD because they are not present when the
WSD is off. They are not characteristic of the interference mechanisms observed in
the laboratory because there is no correlation with the audio passage and the effect
is not reduced as the frequency separation between the WSD and the PMSE
system increases.

A7.10

The audio artefacts are not intermodulation related as they do not depend on
whether the other radio microphone transmitters are on or off as a comparison of
the second and third spectrograms in Figure 87 illustrates.

A7.11

The artefacts illustrated in Figure 87 occur at much lower WSD signal levels than
would be expected if they were due to adjacent channel interference mechanisms
measured in the laboratory.

A7.12

The nature of the audio interference appears characteristic of an electro-magnetic
compatibility (EMC) related mechanism. This is unexpected as the radio
microphone system in the theatre is designed not to be susceptible to such issues
and operates successfully in the presence of other radio interferers in the band,
such as high power walkie-talkie systems.

A7.13

The coexistence tests were not designed to explore EMC related issues which
should not be present in a well designed and installed system.

Investigation of EMC related interference in relation to the IAM
A7.14

To investigate whether it was possible that the IAM used for recording and
subjective listening in venues had introduced an EMC related issue, the IAM was
set up in an anechoic chamber and subjected to WSD signals on the first adjacent
channel. WSD signals were injected into the conducted path at a level 5 dB below
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the protection ratio for that radio microphone transmitter receiver. A larger radiated
signal was tapped from the WSD and connected to a wandering lead.
A7.15

In the anechoic chamber it was not possible to cause EMC related audio quality
reduction when the WSD was at maximum power and the WSD antenna was
‘waved around’ inside the anechoic chamber.

A7.16

It was, however, possible to induce audio quality reduction if the antenna was
placed directly on the cable between the radio microphone transmitter and the IAM.
The most sensitive area was found to be 1/3 of the way along this lead as shown in
Figure 88. If the antenna was laid directly on top of the lead at a WSD power of
around -3dBm EIRP or greater an audible response was obtained. In order to be
most sensitive to EMC related audio interference no audio track was played in the
background.

Figure 88: Conditions for onset of IAM EMC response in the anechoic chamber
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Waveform
Spectrogram
Figure 89: EMC audio response in anechoic chamber
A7.17

The EMC audio response in the anechoic chamber had the same characteristic
sound as that observed in Queen’s Theatre. This demonstrates that EMC issues
are possible with the IAM, although as the onset of such issues appeared only at
much greater WSD interfering powers in the anechoic chamber the origin of the
EMC response in the theatre remains unclear.

A7.18

In summary, in controlled coexistence tests we heard some audio artefacts (‘clicks’
and ‘EMC related interference’) that did not appear to be characteristic of the WSD
interference mechanisms that we were attempting to characterise.

A7.19

We have satisfied ourselves that the ‘clicks’ were not related to the WSD as they
were present even when the WSD was turned off.

A7.20

We have satisfied ourselves that the ‘EMC related interference’ was related to the
WSD as it was present only when the WSD was turned on.

A7.21

We have satisfied ourselves that the ‘EMC related interference’ heard in controlled
trials was indeed EMC related, by deliberately causing such interference in an
anechoic chamber and listening to the result. The recording from the anechoic
chamber and the recording from the theatre sound very similar. The audio
degradation caused by ‘EMC related interference’ occurs at a similar level
irrespective of the frequency separation ∆F between WSD and radio microphone.
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A7.22

We have not categorically demonstrated whether the audio degradation caused by
the ‘EMC related interference’ is due to the WSD emissions interacting with the
IAM, with the PMSE system in Queen’s Theatre or a combination of both.

A7.23

Other than audio degradation caused by ‘EMC related interference’ and ‘clicks’, no
other audio quality reduction was observed during the controlled tests in Queen’s
Theatre described in Section 4.
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